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ABSTRACT
Delineating Anomalous Layers in Soil Profiles Using Seismic Surface Wave Methods
by
Xiaohui Jin
Dr. Barbara Luke, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor o f Civil Engineering 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Soil profiles with an included carbonate-cemented layer, a high velocity layer (HVL), 
are commonly encountered in Las Vegas, Nevada and other arid settings. Knowledge of 
the presence, geometry and hardness o f the carbonate-cemented inclusions is important 
for civil engineering site investigation. Active-source seismic surface wave methods were 
tested to detect this HVL. An optimization method consisting of simulated annealing 
followed by linearized inversion was applied to the data.
The purpose o f this study was to improve the ability to detect and delineate the HVL 
using surface wave methods. Two approaches are followed. One is inversion o f the 
effective dispersion curve with the cylindrical wave forward model (EDC/CM). This 
corresponds to two-channel data acquisition followed by the phase spectral method for
111
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dispersion curve (DC) extraction. The other is simultaneous inversion of the first two 
modes o f the DC with plane wave forward model (MDC/PM). This corresponds to 
multi-channel data acquisition followed by the frequency-slowness method for DC 
extraction. The applicability o f the two approaches was tested with a normally dispersive 
(ND) profile and a HVL profile, which were solutions from forward models. Then it was 
tested through finite-difference (FD) simulation. Lastly, the approaches were applied to 
experimental datasets collected at a site known to have a carbonate-cemented layer.
Both approaches achieved limited success. In the synthetic study, they were able to 
provide close-to-target results. The MDC/PM analysis showed significant improvement 
with respect to inversion o f the fundamental mode alone. The FD simulation 
demonstrated that (1) for the MDC approach, accurate interpretation o f the DC can be 
challenging for HVL systems; and (2) for the EDC approach, the EDC/CM analysis 
failed to resolve an HVL when a similar analysis using a plane wave forward model was 
successful. For the experimental study, the best results in both cases came from the less 
complex approach: modeling the fundamental-mode alone for the multi-channel
measurement and modeling plane-wave propagation for the two-channel measurement. 
The simpler approaches succeed because the shape o f the fundamental-mode DC carries 
the characteristics o f the HVL.
IV
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EM Equivalent mean profile
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PD Profile difference
RM Resolution matrix
RP Reference profile
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SR Search range
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation 
Some buried anomalous layers that might be important in civil engineering site 
development include coal seams containing extensive abandoned excavations, loose and 
saturated sand deposits which might be liquefiable, and carbonate-cemented layers. A 
sediment profile with carbonate-cemented layers is commonly encountered in Las Vegas, 
Nevada and other arid settings. The rock-hard carbonate-cemented material, which is a 
high velocity layer (HVL), causes a high contrast in impedance (the product o f density 
and shear wave velocity (U) or compression wave velocity (Vp)) with respect to 
uncemented soil layers. These cemented layers are well known as "caliche" among local 
geotechnical engineers. Solely for purposes o f discussion, a sample profile with a 
carbonate-cemented layer is shown in Figure 1.1. In the sample, the U  of the HVL differs 
from those of the layers above and underneath by factors of 10 and 5, respectively.
This carbonate-cemented material is commonly found at or near the ground surface in 
semi-arid and arid areas o f the world (Reeves 1976). Various degrees o f cementation can 
be found throughout the Las Vegas Valley; the most extensively cemented soils generally 
occur in the western and central portion o f the valley (Wyman et al. 1993). The 
carbonate-cemented soils may be formed by the evaporation o f either descending surface 
water or ascending ground water. Thus, the calcium carbonate
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dissolved in the water is left behind in the soil. As much calcium carbonate is deposited 
over thousands o f years, the carbonate-cemented soil is formed (Nowatzki and 
Almasmoum 1988).
Knowledge of the presence and hardness o f carbonate-cemented inclusions is 
extremely important for civil engineers. A fully developed deposit o f carbonate-cemented 
inclusions can be used as a bearing stratum for structural foundations, because it can have 
strength and stiffness similar to that o f concrete (Stone and Luke 2001). However, it can 
also be an expensive nuisance for excavations, especially if  it is discontinuous or if  it is 
encountered unexpectedly. Normally, with increasing degree o f hardness, the unconfined 
compressive strength (Gile 1961) and seismic velocity (Nowatzki and Almasmoum 1988) 
also increase. Nowatzki and Almasmoum (1988) used seismic compression wave 
velocity to define the cemented soil’s excavatability.
With respect to geotechnical boring or drilling to detect the anomalies, geophysical 
methods present unique advantages, including the ability to cover broad volumes o f soil, 
and the noninvasive nature o f many o f the tests (Stokoe and Santamarina 2000). Among 
the geophysical methods, various seismic methods have been used to detect anomalous 
layers.
The surface-based geophysical methods have several advantages over intrusive 
methods (cross-hole and down-hole). The most attractive feature o f surface-based 
methods is that they are nonintrusive, hence time saving, economical and convenient. 
Furthermore, they might be the only possible choice for in situ investigations where 
subsurface conditions, environmental concerns or accessibility restrict the use o f 
boreholes or trenches. The surface-based seismic methods involve sampling a much
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larger volume o f soil than that sampled in crosshole or downhole tests; thus properties 
determined represent a larger area over the site.
The surface-based seismic methods include refraction, reflection and surface wave 
methods. The reflection method requires many source and receiver locations to produce 
meaningful images. Furthermore, the data interpretation is complex. Therefore, it is 
labor-intensive. The refraction method has difficulty in detecting velocities o f layers if  
the layer below has a lower velocity than the layer above or the layer is too thin (e.g., 
Mussett and Khan 2000).
Surface wave methods use the dispersive behavior of Rayleigh waves in layered 
media (waves o f different frequency travel at different velocities) to characterize U 
profiles o f the subsurface. The Vs is also an important mechanical soil property for the 
evaluation o f dynamic soil behavior (e.g., Richart et al. 1970). It is used as a key index 
property to indicate stiffness o f the ground in civil engineering. From a wave propagation 
point o f view, using Rayleigh waves instead o f body waves has several advantages. First, 
a higher percentage o f the energy generated by a surface-based source travels in the form 
of Rayleigh waves (e.g., Richart et al. 1970). Second, the geometrical attenuation o f 
Rayleigh waves is much lower than that o f body waves.
Despite the proliferation of surface wave methods for subsurface profiling today, 
there are difficulties in detecting velocity reversals (where the velocity o f a soil layer 
decreases with increasing depth), especially when the impedance contrast is high. In 
those cases, one or more higher Rayleigh modes instead of the fundamental mode may 
dominate the wave field (Gucunski and Woods 1991a; Roësset et al. 1991; Tokimatsu et 
al. 1992c). Also, the impedance contrasts cause scattering of seismic energy o f all wave
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types, which results in interference from body wave reflection, refraction and conversion 
(Van Wijk 2003; Xia et al. 2000, 2003). The scattering decreases the dominance of 
Rayleigh waves, complicates the wave train, and adds noise to the base condition. Thus, 
the simplest-case assumption that the fundamental Rayleigh mode is dominant and the 
effects o f other waves and higher-mode Rayleigh waves can be neglected may not be 
appropriate for complex profiles.
1.2 Objectives
This research covers the detection o f layered velocity anomalies using seismic surface 
wave methods, with specific focus upon carbonate-cemented horizons in arid soil profiles. 
The main objectives of this research include:
■ Build a reliable process to resolve a HVL system using surface wave methods. This 
process includes tools and algorithms.
■ Evaluate the quality o f the outcomes from the process.
■ Study the applicability and limitations o f the process.
1.3 Dissertation Outline 
Chapter 2 consists o f a comprehensive review and evaluation o f current surface wave 
methods with emphasis on detecting anomalous layers. Based on the literature, two 
promising approaches to the problem are put forward. The two approaches apply to two 
widely used data acquisition methods correspondingly.
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Chapter 3 illustrates the implementation o f the two approaches using synthetic data in 
a so-called “synthetic” approach. Two profiles including a normally dispersive (ND) 
system and a HVL system are studied.
Chapter 4 focuses on the HVL system. Two cases are designed. Firstly, the capability 
to resolve the depth, thickness and velocity o f the HVL are investigated. Secondly, the 
interpretations o f refraction data are incorporated into the inversion of surface wave data 
by an enhanced starting model generation method. The effect on quality o f the inversion 
results is investigated.
Chapters 5 and 6  use synthetic time histories created using a finite-difference (FD) 
code to further investigate the applicability o f the two approaches. This is also a synthetic 
study. However, in this dissertation, it is called “FD simulation” to distinguish it from the 
studies in Chapter 3. In Chapter 7, experimental datasets collected at a site known to have 
a HVL are analyzed using the two approaches. The results are compared to the outcome 
from a 30 m downhole seismic measurement.
Finally, conclusions and recommendations are given in Chapter 8 .
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Figure 1.1. Sample U profile with a carbonate-cemented layer.
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CHAPTER 2
STATE OF KNOWLEDGE AND METHODOLOGY
Surface wave methods remains a rapidly developing subject. In recent years, surface 
wave methods have continued to develop through the use o f powerful and robust wave 
propagation, signal processing, and inversion teehniques (e.g., O'Neill 2005). They are all 
based on the following three steps;
1. Data eolleetion, in which elastic waves are generated by active or passive 
means, detected by one or more receivers and reeorded;
2. Signal proeessing and construction of experimental DCs or panels (phase 
veloeity versus wavelength or frequeney); and
3. Inversion of the dispersion data to obtain the one-dimensional Vs profile 
or vertieal slice o f the site.
Those three steps are elaborated in the following discussion.
2.1 Data Collection
For data collection, essentially two methods exist, active-source, which is also known 
as controlled-source, and passive-source. In the active-source method Rayleigh waves are 
eaptured in vertical ground vibrations induced either by an impulsive source or an exeiter 
oscillating with a vertical harmonic motion (Stokoe et al. 1994; Tokimatsu et al. 1992b) 
or by a random-noise source such as the deliberate motion o f heavy traeked equipment.
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In the aetive-souree methods, one, two or more sensors are placed on the ground surface 
in a line with the source. In the passive-souree methods either vertieal or three- 
component orthogonal motions o f multiple sensors are observed, without aetively 
generating any vibrations (e.g., Tokimatsu 1995; Louie 2001).
2.1.1 Active-Souree Methods
The aetive-souree methods are deseribed below in order of number o f receivers used.
Single sensor
A seismic technique for nondestructive testing of pavement layer moduli has been 
introdueed by Rydén et al. (2001; 2002a; 2002b) and Park et al. (2001a; 2001b; 2002). 
This method, called the Multi-ehaimel Simulation with One Receiver (MSOR) method, is 
based on the Multi-ehannel Analysis o f Surfaee Waves (MASW) method (Park et al. 
1999b; Xia et al. 1999), whieh is described in more detail below. The MSOR teehnique 
uses a laptop eomputer, one aeeelerometer (reeeiver) and a light hammer (souree). With 
this system, a multi-ehannel measurement is simulated through repetitive generation o f 
seismie energy along a survey line at different distances from the reeeiver, whieh is fixed 
in plaee on the surfaee. Compared with the MASW method, this method might be eost- 
saving, but not time-saving or effort-saving. Beeause the prineiple is the same as MASW 
method, the data quality should be eomparable.
Two sensors
The Speetral Analysis o f Surfaee Wave (SASW) method was originally introdueed by 
Stokoe and his colleagues in the early 1980’s (Stokoe et al. 1994). A typieal experimental 
setup for SASW testing is shown in Figure 2.1. The test is performed with a single souree.
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paired transducers sensitive to vertical motions and a signal analyzer whieh ean transfer 
the data into frequeney domain in near-real time. The testing is repeated for several 
receiver spacings to cover a desired range o f Rayleigh wave wavelengths. The testing is 
sometimes performed in opposite direetions along the linear array to aceount for effects 
o f dipping layers and any internal phase shifts due to receivers and instrumentation 
(Stokoe et al. 1994). Hammers, mallets, sledgehammers, dropped weights, and shakers, 
as well as ambient noise (e.g., traffie) and motion o f traeked vehicles can be used to 
generate the necessary seismic energy. Typieally, frequeneies corresponding to 
wavelengths from 1/3J to 2d, where d  is the receiver spacing, are o f interest at eaeh 
spaeing. Multiple source activations at each spacing are performed, and the results are 
averaged in the frequency domain. The result o f an SASW test is a single DC, which is 
then inverted to determine the Vs profile with depth. An extensive set o f early references 
pertaining to the SASW method is provided in the annotated bibliography prepared by 
Hiltunen and Gueunski (1994).
The SASW method has been used for a number o f applications including 
nondestructive pavement evaluation (e.g., Hossain and Dmevich 1989; Hiltunen 1991; 
Haegeman and Van Impe 1997; Ganji and Gueunski 1998), evaluation o f soil 
liquefaetion potential (e.g., Stokoe and Nazarian 1985), evaluation o f the integrity o f a 
eoncrete beam (Kalinski et al. 1994), determination o f elastic properties o f hard-to- 
sample soils (e.g., Haegeman and Van Impe 1997), underwater site charaeterization 
(Luke and Stokoe 1998), near surfaee anomalies identification (Luke and Tsarev 2000) 
and as a diagnostic tool for determining the effeetiveness of soil improvement techniques
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(Stokoe and Nazarian 1983). The SASW method has proven to be a valuable tool for 
determining detailed Vs profiles.
Multiple sensors
Rix et al. (2001) and Lai (1998) used multiple sensors, on the order o f ten, to measure 
surfaee wave dispersion and attenuation eurves from a single set o f measurements. Then, 
the Vs profile and shear damping ratio profile are obtained by inverting them 
simultaneously. The approach is motivated by the reeognition that in dissipative media, 
Rayleigh phase veloeity and attenuation are not independent as a result o f material 
dispersion. The teehnique is based on displaeement transfer funetions for the solution o f 
the strongly coupled Rayleigh-wave eigenproblem in linear viscoelastie media (Lai 1998). 
This method provides a way to combine two datasets. Vs measurement and attenuation 
measurement. However, this new method cannot identify multiple modes o f surface wave 
propagation, just like the traditional SASW method that will be diseussed below. Others 
have argued that the damping ratio is negligible for surfaee wave measurements beeause 
the shear strain is below about 0.001% (Stokoe et al. 1994).
At the Kansas Geological Survey, Park et al. (1999b; Xia et al. 1999) developed the 
multi-ehannel analysis o f surface waves (MASW) method. The basic field eonfiguration 
and aequisition routine for the MASW method is shown in Figure 2.2. The equipment 
ineludes a 1 2 - or more channel seismograph with vertical geophones in a line, reeording 
cable and souree. Sourees used in this method are the same as those used in SASW 
method. Use o f multi-channel arrays instead o f the reeeiver pairs used in SASW testing is 
advantageous for two reasons. The first reason is that it permits the user to visually 
distinguish the fundamental mode o f the Rayleigh wave DC from higher modes and body
10
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waves (Xia et al. 1999). The fundamental mode o f the Rayleigh wave DC alone or with 
higher modes then serve as experimental DCs for Vs profile searching (Xia et al. 2003). 
The MASW method has been applied to numerous sites to solve various problems such 
as characterization o f pavement systems (Park et al. 2001b; Rydén et al. 2001), 
investigation o f sea-bottom sediments (Park et al. 2000; Ivanov et al. 2000b) and 
detecting near-surface anomalies (Park et al. 1998a; 1999a). Similar multi-channel 
methods have also been used by other researchers including Tselentis and Delis (1998), 
Lai (1998), Foti (2000), and Beaty (2000).
2.1.2 Passive-Source Methods 
Passive-source surface wave methods measure small oscillations known as 
microtremors. Mierotremors are also referred to as ambient noise. Microtremors are 
elassified as either long-period (greater than 1 second), which are the result o f natural 
phenomena such as wave aetion at coastlines, winds and atmospherie variations; or short- 
period (less than 1 second), which tend to be produeed by eultural sources such as 
industrial activity or traffic energy (Okada, 2003; Roberts and Asten 2004). Passive- 
source methods have three properties whieh are advantageous with respect to active- 
source methods (Tokimatsu et al. 1992e);
• Deeper depths ean be measured because o f the potential to sample longer 
wavelengths;
• No aetive source is required;
11
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• The assumption of dominance o f Rayleigh wave energy is more likely to be 
true beeause the Rayleigh waves are generated by a source that is sufficiently 
distant that related body wave components are negligible.
However, the passive-souree method requires more eomplex signal processing 
procedures, laeks resolution in the near-surface layers and does not work as well in 
seismieally quiet plaees (Tokimatsu 1995).
Passive-souree methods include the array mierotremor and Refraction Microtremor 
(ReMi) methods. Tokimatsu et al. (1992a, 1992b) used a two-dimensional array o f six 
vertical sensors to determine the lA up to 150 m depth. Five vertical sensors are placed 
on the ground surfaee to form a cireular array, with a sixth in the center. The sensor 
spaeing depends on wavelengths o f interest: the radius o f the array is initially set at 5 m 
and expanded or contraeted by factors o f about two until the range o f array radii covers 
the range o f wavelengths to be measured. Suzuki and Takahashi (2002) made passive- 
source surfaee wave measurements using four sensors in a triangular configuration with 
one sensor in the eenter, and Suzuki and Hayashi (2003) also used eleven sensors 
configured in an “L” shape. Zywieki (1999) studied several different array geometries 
chosen to minimize spatial aliasing at high frequencies and maximize wavenumber 
resolution. A sixteen-sensor circular array, without a center sensor, was selected beeause 
o f its good resolution characteristies. The ReMi method (Louie 2001) provides a way to 
collect ambient noise data with a linear geometry.
12
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2.1.3 Combined Aetive-Souree and Passive-Souree Methods 
The aetive-souree method is depth-restrieted (up to hundreds o f meters) because o f 
the limitations in energy output o f the aetive sourees. The passive-souree method can be 
used to resolve profiles up to kilometers while losing resolution in the near-surfaee. It is 
possible to overcome the shortcomings by combining active-source and passive-source 
measurements to take advantage o f strengths o f each.
For example, Suzuki and Hayashi (2003), in a single joint measurement, used a linear 
array o f 48 geophones for the aetive-souree method, eombined with 7 or 10 sensors in 
triangular arrays and, separately, 11 sensors in “L” shaped arrays for the passive-souree 
method. In the measurement, higher frequeney surfaee waves, 5 to 30 Hz, are generated 
with a portable souree sueh as a sledgehammer or a weight drop. Low-frequency surface 
wave data, 2 to 10 Hz, are obtained through the mierotremor array measurements. The 
DCs generated by active-source and passive-source measurements are eonsistent with 
eaeh other in the frequency range o f overlap (5 to 10 Hz). The integrated use o f these two 
methods proved to he effeetive for defining the shallow Vs profile up to 40 m.
Yoon and Rix (2004) used the cireular array o f 16 sensors deseribed above for 
passive-souree measurement and an irregularly-spaeed linear array of 16 sensors for 
aetive-souree measurements at the same site. Thus, they sampled the frequency ranges 4 
to 100 Hz and 1 to 10 Hz in the aetive-souree and passive-souree measurements, 
respectively. The passive-souree and active-source measurements overlap in the 
frequency range o f approximately 4 to 10 Hz. The authors observed that the Rayleigh 
wave phase veloeities from the passive-souree tests are generally a little bit greater (about 
5%) than those from the aetive-souree test over the frequeneies where the eurves overlap.
13
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Furthermore, the authors noted that the differenees deerease as frequeney inereases. This 
differenee was regarded to be due to the near-field effects. The near-field is the region 
where the assumption o f plane wave propagation is not valid and the near-field effect 
refers to any adverse effects resulting from the invalid assumption of plane wave 
propagation in that condition (Yoon and Rix 2004). In the aetive-souree measurement, 
aetive sourees are often applied relatively close to the sensors and thus the surface wave 
field ean be eontaminated by wave seattering and body waves (Yoon and Rix 2004). 
Consequently, the authors reeommended that the composite DC, whieh is a eombination 
o f individual DCs from a group o f receiver spaeings, be made by using only the passive- 
source component within the frequeney range where aetive-souree and passive-souree 
DCs overlap.
Similarly, a combined measurement o f SASW (active souree) and ReMi (passive 
source) methods was performed by Liu et al. (2005). In their study, the sampled 
frequency range for SASW was from about 3.5 to 500 Hz, while for ReMi it was from 
about 1 to 40 Hz. In the tests, the DCs from SASW and ReMi overlaid one another in the 
overlapped frequeney range without obvious differenee. So, the eomposite DC was 
formed by averaging the aetive-souree and passive-souree eurves within the overlapped 
frequeney range. Thus, the authors noted that the DCs developed by SASW and ReMi 
methods for the same loeations exhibit exeellent agreement yet they are supplementary to 
one another to cover a wider range of wavelengths.
14
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2.2 Dispersion Relation Generation 
After the field measurement, the next step is to eonstruct an experimental DC. For the 
aetive-souree measurement, the phase speetral method is used to generate the DC in the 
two-sensor methods (Stokoe et al. 1994), and more complex dispersion analysis methods 
such as frequency-wavenumher (f-k) spectrum analysis (Gabriels et al. 1987) or 
ftequeney-slowness (f-p) speetrum analysis (MeMeehan and Yedlin 1981) are used in 
multi-ehannel methods. The slowness is the inverse o f phase veloeity. For the passive- 
source measurement, the f-k  spectrum analysis (Capon 1969), f-p  spectrum analysis 
(Louie 2001) and spatial autoeorrelation (SPAC) method (Aki 1957) are used to show the 
dispersion characteristies o f Rayleigh waves.
2.2.1 Aetive-Source Methods 
One sensor: Multiple filter technique
Most researehers use phase veloeity to yield the Vs profile. Alternatively, some 
researehers (e.g., Stoll et al. 1994; Long et al. 1999, 2000; Long and Koeaoglu 2001) use 
group veloeity instead. The phase velocity is the rate that an energy peak or wave shape 
moves aeross the surfaee, while the group veloeity is the rate o f energy propagation along 
the surfaee. The advantage o f using group velocity over phase veloeity is that the group 
velocities are usually lower and more widely varying. Lower and more widely varying 
velocities give greater differenees in travel times for an anomalous strueture. The 
disadvantages inelude the need for instrument correetions and the eomplex eomputational 
analysis needed to identify group veloeity (Long et al. 1999,2000).
15
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The multiple filter teehnique is used to generate the dispersion relations for a one­
sensor measurement (Dziewonski and Hales 1972). In this teehnique, an individual trace 
is filtered by narrow bandpass filters at a sequenee o f center frequeneies. The wave 
information is given in terms of narrowband-filtered wave amplitudes as a fimetion o f 
group veloeity and frequeney, known as a Gabor matrix. Thus, different wave groups are 
separated in the signal. The filtered time history is then retrieved by an inverse Fourier 
transform. The maxima of the instantaneous amplitudes of the filtered signal propagate 
approximately with the group veloeity. The multiple filter analysis, therefore, results in 
the group veloeity as a fimetion o f frequeney. The advantage o f this method is that only a 
single sensor is needed. A eomparison o f the multiple filter technique and the f - k  method 
was made in the ease reported earlier by Gabriels et al. (1987). Here, the maxima in the 
multiple filter diagrams were not sharp enough to derive a reliable group veloeity eurve 
exeept for part o f the fundamental mode. In contrast, as discussed below, the f -k  
speetrum analysis was sueeessful in identifying six modes of propagation for this ease.
Two sensors: Phase speetral method
In the phase speetral method, the generated signal is reeorded by two geophones 
which are loeated in line with the souree. Using a signal analyzer, as the data are 
eolleeted, they are translated from time domain into the frequeney domain. Calling x(t) 
and y(t) the signals reeorded respeetively at first and seeond reeeiver in time domain, X(f) 
and Y(f) are their Fourier transforms to the fi-equeney domain. The eross-power speetrum 
is defined as:
where * denotes the complex conjugate.
16
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The time delay At between the arrivals o f the wave at the reeeivers is then ealculated 
using the unwrapped phase angle from the cross-power spectrum:
tan '
M / )  = (2.2)2;̂
It is important to note that the phase o f the cross power spectrum is normally 
displayed from -180 to 180 degrees in what is termed as wrapped phase. By placing each 
segment end-to-end, the phase is unwrapped. It is the unwrapped phase that is used in the 
DC calculation.
Because the distance d  between the reeeivers is known, the phase velocity o f the 
surface wave can be determined as a function o f frequency:
(2.3)
Consequently the corresponding wavelength is: 
The coherence function is defined as:
(2.4)
(2.5)
where G ^,G ^ are auto-power spectrums: 
G ^(/) = Z ( / ) '^ ( / ) (2.6)
17
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The eoherenee fimetion is a real-valued function with a value between zero and one, 
corresponding to the ratio of the measured output power eaused by the measured input to 
the total measured output. A coherence value close to one indicates good correlation 
between the input and the output signals. The eoherenee function is used in SASW 
testing to identify the frequency range having good signal-to-noise ratio. It aids in 
correctly unwrapping the phase data.
The steps outlined in Eqs. 2.4 through 2.7 are performed for the full test speetrum, 
and the results are plotted in the form of a DC.
The construction o f the DC is affected by operator’s experience, beeause the selection 
o f a valid frequency range, masking and phase unwrapping process are subjective. The 
masking proeedure is required to edit out the data with low-quality phase information and 
the data in the near-field. Some automated methods for these steps have been proposed 
(Nazarian and Desai 1993). However, errors can occur when low resolution masks true 
jumps in the wrapped phase. Noise can induce fietitious phase jumps (Al-Hunaidi 1992, 
1993). Due primarily to this difficulty in phase unwrapping, these automated methods, 
though useful for some applieations, are not universally adopted.
A potential limitation in the SASW data analysis arises when one assumes that the 
measured phase is governed by the fundamental mode of the Rayleigh wave. As 
mentioned above, this assumption is not valid in some cases. The generated DC is in fact 
an “effective” (Lai 1998) DC whieh arises from the superposition o f multiple surface 
wave modes and other wave types. As a result, eomplieations might be introdueed for DC 
generation in a heterogeneous medium, where the presence o f wave seattering ean have a
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significant effect on the measured phase. This situation can also be a problem for other 
surface wave methods.
Different methods have been used to address this problem. Job (1996) and Job et al. 
(1997) used a technique called Impulse Response Filtration (IRF) to isolate the surfaee 
wave energy from the interference o f other wave groups and background noise. This 
technique would help in determining the unwrapped phase. The authors used it 
successfully to separate body waves and surfaee waves recorded on a soft seafloor where 
the surfaee and shear waves travel much slower than the compression waves. Tsarev 
(2003) tried to use this technique with a terrestrial dataset for cavity detection but was not 
successful. The reason would be that eompression waves travel much slower on the 
ground surfaee than on a soft seafloor, making them more difficult to distinguish from 
other, slower-moving wave types. Tsarev coneluded that the IRF would not work in this 
situation without significant subjective input.
Professor James Bay o f Utah State University uses three receivers in the SASW test 
for the purpose o f efficieney (Gilbert 2004). The use of three receivers allows two 
different spacings to be measured simultaneously. Receivers R1 and R2 are used to 
measure the spaeing d l, while reeeivers R2 and R3 are used to measure the spacing d2 
which is twice d l. This three-receiver method also provides some redundant 
measurements which would be useful for statistical study. It was used by Gilbert (2004) 
at 44 sites in and around the Salt Lake City metropolitan area. It is noted that standard 
“common midpoint” geometry is not strietly observed in this test.
With respect to the traditional phase spectral method, Bay introdueed an improved 
phase spectral method that can be applied to generate the DC (Gilbert 2004, Liu et al.
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2005). This method uses information from both the souree, whieh is recorded by the 
analyzer on one channel, and the reeeivers. The reeorded foreing fimetion applied to the 
ground by the source is used to eorrelate the response of eaeh receiver to the souree 
signal before ealculating phase shift between reeeivers, to reduee effects o f uncorrelated 
noise. A transfer function (H), which represents the ratio o f the eross-power speetrum and 
the auto-power speetrum of two records, is introduced to take into aeeount the souree 
function.
For a given reeeiver pair, reeords o f the source and both reeeivers in the time domain 
(s(t), x(t), and y(t) respectively) are eonverted to the frequeney domain (S(Q, X(f) and 
Y(f) respeetively) respeetively using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The transfer 
funetions between the source and the two reeeivers are described by:
(2.8)
^ ( /) 'r ( / l
^ ( / ) ' ^ ( / )  (2.9)
where is the transfer fimetion between the source and the first reeeiver and
is the transfer function between the source and the seeond receiver. The transfer 
fimetion between the two receivers then defined as:
xy (2.10)
The time delay At and eoherenee fimetion v  ̂ between the two receivers are
ealculated as follows:
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Af(/) =
(2 .11)
ïxy (2 .12)
Multiple sensors
Separation o f different modes o f surfaee wave propagation is possible only through a 
multi-channel recording method combined with an appropriate multi-channel data 
proeessing technique (Gueunski and Woods 1991b; Tokimatsu et al. 1992c). Several 
methods have been developed for obtaining DCs from multi-chaimel reeordings.
•  Phase speetral method
The phase spectral method has been extended to multi-channel arrays by Phillips et al. 
(2003, 2004). The method termed Distance Analysis o f Surfaee Waves (DASW) involves 
the use o f a 24-geophone array, and eomputes the ehange in phase o f a single frequency 
with respect to distance. Data eolleeted for the same geophone array from different 
source locations can be proeessed with the same algorithm as that used in the SASW 
method to generate the DC. Compared with the SASW method, the possibility of 
statistical analysis is a clear advantage of the DASW method. The use o f multiple 
receivers to caleulate the phase velocity enhances the statistical validity o f the DASW 
results beeause linear regression analysis ean be used in the caleulation o f phase 
velocities along the array. However, the data processing is time eonsuming since eaeh 
receiver pair is analyzed independently to calculate phase velocity.
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•  Frequency-wavenumber (f-k) spectrum method
Several investigators have employed the frequency-wavenumber (f-K) method to 
generate surfaee wave dispersion panels (Gabriels et al. 1987; Tokimatsu 1995; Tselentis 
and Delis 1998; Beaty 2000; Foti 2000). These methods typically utilize multiple 
reeeivers arranged in a linear array for active-source measurements or a two-dimensional 
array for passive-source measurements. The record is translated from the time-space (r-%) 
domain to the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain by two sueeessive applications o f a 
one-dimensional FFT algorithm: the first application in time takes the raw data from the 
t-x domain to the f-x  domain, and the seeond application in space leads to the f -k  domain.
The data processing approaeh o f the f -k  spectrum method works on the principle that 
a point in the f - k  domain can be related directly to a phase velocity through the relation
V = —— . Commonly, multiple wavenumber peaks are present at a given frequeney, 
k
indicating the presence o f multiple Rayleigh modes. Fundamental- and higher-mode 
dispersion information can be obtained by locating peaks manually in the f - k  spectrum of 
the experimental data. Thus, a dispersion panel with fundamental and higher mode DCs 
is generated.
One application of this procedure to shallow soil eharaeterization was reported by 
Gabriels et al. (1987) on a tidal flat in the Southwest Netherlands. The walkaway method, 
which is described in Chapter 7, was applied to acquire the data. Twenty-four sensors at 
a spacing of 1 m with a 30-kg weight drop source hitting at 12 offsets were used. The 
authors were able to identify the DCs o f the first six modes o f propagation as a fimetion 
o f frequency from 5 to 30 Hz. The observed phase velocities were inverted with a
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linearized method deseribed by Nolet (1981) to resolve a Vs profile to a depth o f 50 m. 
Further, the authors also showed how to improve the resolution by zero-padding the 
traces before inversion.
With respeet to the phase speetral method, working in the f - k  domain makes it 
possible to isolate DCs for different modes, instead of resolving a single effeetive DC. 
Besides, the resulting DCs are smoother than the one from the phase speetral method. 
This eertainly faeilitates the inversion proeedure (Tselentis and Delis 1998), although it 
might also be a shorteoming for understanding a eomplex profile. Using a numerieally 
simulated wavefreld eomposed of both Rayleigh and body waves, Tokimatsu (1995) 
showed that the undesired distortions produeed by body waves on the eomputed DC are 
minimized by f -k  speetrum analysis by observing that the Rayleigh wave has the 
maximum wavenumber for any given frequeney. Thus, the f - k  speetrum analysis is less 
sensitive to near-field effeets when eompared to the phase speetral approaeh in that the 
interferenee o f body waves ean be redueed.
•  Frequency-slowness (f-p) transformation method
Another multi-station approaeh that can be used for geoteehnieal applieations is based 
on the phase slowness-time intercept ( p - r )  transform. This method has been used by 
researehers MeMeehan and Yedlin (1981), Foti (2000), Beaty (2000), Forbriger (2003a, 
2003b) and O ’Neill (2003; 2004a; 2004b).
The proeedure eonsists o f two linear transformations: first a slant staek (a proeess to 
staek traees by shifting them in time proportional to physical offsets o f the sensors on the 
ground surfaee) o f the raw data produees a wave field in the p - r  plane such that phase
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slownesses are separated. The time intercept z  is equal Xo t -  px  where x  is offset. The 
speetral peak o f the one-dimensional Fourier transform o f the p - z  wave field then gives 
the frequency associated with each phase velocity. Thus, the data wavefield is linearly 
transformed from the time-distance t-x domain into the phase slowness-frequeney f-p  
domain, where DCs are imaged. The diserete p - z  transform is strictly described by the 
equation (Turner 1990)
(=1
where
TV = the number o f seismic traces used in the transform;
X, = position o f the seismie trace;
z -  zero offset intereept;
p  = slowness;
F (x ,t) = amplitude at (x,t) in the seismic section; and
F (p ,z )  = amplitude at (/? ,r  ) in the p - z  domain.
Park et al. (1998b, 1999b) presented a wavefield transformation method to separate 
different modes at high resolution with a relatively small number o f traces eolleeted over 
a limited offset range. In this method, the Fourier transform is first applied to the time 
axis o f the t-x domain to obtain datasets in frequency-offset ( f - x )  domain and then a 
slant stack is applied to produce a wave field in the f-p  domain. This technique yields 
better results than those from transformation Xo p - z  domain first and then f -p  domain 
(Park et al. 1998b, Beaty 2000).
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In comparison to analysis in the f- k  domain, the localization o f peaks in the f-p  
domain is directly informative about the shape of the DC. In the f -k  teehnique, the data 
are required to be evenly sampled in both space and time for the FFT algorithm. In the f -  
p  technique, the data are not required to be evenly spaced; thus the teehnique is not 
sensitive to dead traees in the experimental dataset. Comparisons o f the f-p  and f-k  
teehniques were made by Beaty (2000) and Foti (2000). They both chose to use f-p  
beeause it provides a cleaner, more realistic representation o f the DC.
Because both the f- k  and f-p  methods require manually picking the diserete dispersion 
data from the dispersion panel, whieh involves subjective interpretation, it ean be 
possible to misinterpret the mode shapes or order o f modes (e.g., taking all or part o f the 
3"̂  ̂mode as 2"^ mode). In addition, peaks in the dispersion panels are always broad at low 
frequeneies. This adds difficulty to DC picking.
Despite the fact that many researehers have used f-k  and/or f-p  transformation 
methods to generate surfaee-wave dispersion panels, no sueh studies are known on 
systems having large stiffness contrasts, sueh as those caused by earbonate-eemented 
inclusions.
2.2.2 Passive-Source Methods 
•  Spatial autoeorrelation method
The spatial auto-correlation (SPAC) method was first developed by Aki (1957), and 
recently reviewed by Tokimatsu (1995) and Okada (2003). In this method, a circular 
array o f geophones placed equidistant from a single, central geophone is deployed to
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obtain Rayleigh wave data propagating from a wide range of azimuthal angles. By the 
SPAC method, the configuration o f the array is limited to a circle. Only 4 to 7 sensors are 
needed. No higher modes are considered in this method. Roberts and Asten (2004) 
reported a field test in whieh a veloeity reversal resulting from the presence o f a hard, 12- 
m-thiek basalt flow, which is a HVL, overlying 25 m of softer alluvial sediments and 
weathered mudstone was successfully resolved by the SPAC technique. The velocities of 
the HVL and lower layer are approximately 1800 and 700 m/s respeetively. This veloeity 
contrast is eomparable to that o f a earbonate-eemented-layer inclusion in a sediment 
profile; however, the thickness is much greater. Due to the lower resolution o f the 
passive-souree method with respect to the aetive-souree method, it is not expected that 
the SPAC teehnique would resolve a thin earbonate-eemented-layer inclusion better than 
an aetive-souree method would.
•  Frequency-wavenumber (f-k) speetrum method
Another approaeh to extract a Rayleigh wave DC from mierotremor array records is 
based on the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) speetrum analysis. This method has been used 
by researehers including Capon (1969), Tokimatsu et al. (1992a), Liu et al. (2000) and 
Zywieki and Rix (1999). A summary of two dimensional array f- k  speetrum methods, 
used for passive-source measurements, is presented by Zywieki (1999).
The eonfiguration o f the array in the f- k  method is flexible, but more sensors are 
needed with respeet to the SPAC method and the frequeney range resolved using the 
same array is narrower (Zywieki 1999).
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The f -k  spectrum is drawn for each frequency on a two-dimensional wave number 
- k y )  spaee. This spectrum provides information eoneeming the power and the 
vector velocities o f propagating waves. A spectrum pick at each frequency at location 
{kj^, ky)has  a distance o f |k| from the origin point (0,0). The corresponding phase
velocity and the wavelength À ean be determined from
By repeating the above computation over the frequeney range o f interest, a single DC, 
assumed to be fundamental mode, can be obtained.
Tokimatsu et al. (1992a) reported a ease study using both the f -k  speetrum analysis 
and SPAC analysis o f mierotremor data at the same sites. According to their study, the 
two methods ean yield almost the same DCs: they agree reasonably well for wavelengths 
up to 180 m. Furthermore, the Vs profiles developed through the inversion analysis using 
the observed DCs both showed fairly good agreement with those obtained by the 
conventional downhole method.
•  Frequency-slowness (f-p) transformation method
Louie (2001) uses the refraction mierotremor (ReMi) method to collect data in a 
linear geometry with ambient noise source energy. The ReMi technique is based on the 
same f-p  transformation method used in aetive-souree multi-charmel methods. The ReMi
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analysis adds a spectral power-ratio calculation to MeMeehan and Yedlin’s (1981) 
teehnique for spectral normalization o f the noise records. Because the ReMi method uses 
a linear receiver array, true noise-arrival azimuth is unknown. Therefore, velocities 
generated by picking spectral peaks in the f-p  domain image will be higher than the true 
Rayleigh-wave phase veloeity. Hence, dispersion-curve picking along a “lowest-velocity 
envelope” bounding the energy appearing in the f-p  image is recommended by the 
developer. In a study o f eombined measurements o f SASW and ReMi mentioned 
previously, conducted in an urban environment (Liu et al. 2005), the two measurements 
provided complementary data and overlaid one another in the overlapped frequencies 
without obvious differenee, with few non-systematie exceptions.
Stephenson et al. (2005) conducted a blind comparison of Vs data from ReMi, 
MASW and 200-m deep borehole logs using the P-S suspension technique at four sites in 
Santa Clara Valley, California. A 250-kg drop weight souree was used for the MASW 
measurement. The Vs averaged to depths o f 30 m, 50 m and 100 m from the MASW and 
ReMi methods compare favorably with those from borehole data at three sites. However, 
agreement is poor in the 100-m depth-averaged Vs at one site due to the existence o f a 
low velocity layer (LVL) between 52 and 75 m which appeared in the suspension 
borehole log, but neither the ReMi nor the MASW method located. The Vs o f the LVL 
and the layers above and underneath are about 320, 450 and 600 m/s respectively. Given 
the limitation o f the souree used for the MASW measurements, it didn’t generally image 
as deep as ReMi at two sites. The maximum depths resolved by MASW and ReMi are 
about 70 and 100 m respectively at one site, and 60 and 100 m respeetively at the other
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site. At the other two sites, both o f the MASW and ReMi measurements reached the 
maximum depth greater than 100 m.
2.3 Inversion and Interpretation 
After the experimental DC or panel is obtained, the Vs profile is sought through 
inversion o f the DC. The inversion proeedure contains two fundamental components. 
One is to construct a set o f theoretical DCs or bands/fields based on the assumed soil 
properties and numerical simulation of wave propagation. This proeedure is called 
forward modeling. The other is to exercise the forward model within an optimization 
algorithm in whieh model parameters are iteratively adjusted to minimize the differenee 
(error) between the experimental and theoretical dispersion datasets. This procedure is 
called optimization or inversion analysis.
2.3.1 Forward Modeling Methods 
For the surface wave method, the forward modeling develops the theoretical DC or 
panel for a given layered soil system using wave propagation theories. Various methods 
have been developed for the analysis o f wave propagation in layered media. All the 
methods discussed here assume that the profile consists o f a set o f homogeneous, 
isotropic layers extending infinitely in the horizontal direction. The last layer is 
considered a homogeneous half-spaee.
Plane wave model
Many of the forward models for surfaee wave propagation in use today are based on 
plane wave propagation theory. The most commonly used approach is the transfer matrix
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approach presented by Haskell (1953). Most subsequent researchers have maintained the 
ideas o f Haskell in reformulating the problem. The main difference between Haskell’s 
method and the methods of others lies in the algebraic manipulation o f the matrices to 
improve numerical stability. A detailed review o f seven different methods is presented by 
Buehen and Ben-Hador (1996). Carlo Lai (1998) and Glenn Rix at Georgia Tech used the 
Green’s function as descried by Hisada (1994) to calculate particle displaeement due to a 
harmonic unit point souree. They programmed this calculation method in the code 
“SWAMI” using FORTRAN 95.
The transfer matrix approach works well when the profile is normal, that is, the 
velocity increases gradually with depth. However, where anomalous inclusions exist in 
the profile, especially where impedance contrasts are high, forward modeling is more 
challenging to accomplish, due to the factors discussed in the problem statement o f this 
dissertation. Advanced forward models should be considered. Two sueh types o f 
advanced forward models exist: eylindrieal wave model and full waveform model.
Cylindrical wave model
When there are abrupt changes in Vs, the wave field, including possible reflections or 
refractions o f body waves, is simulated more realistically by the cylindrical wave model 
than by the plane wave model (Kausel and Roësset 1981; Roësset et al. 1991). In the 
cylindrical wave model, waves are assumed to propagate along curved wave fronts and 
cylindrical coordinates are used. The model simulates the dynamic response o f a soil 
profile to a vertical disk load. Displacements and stresses on a horizontal surfaee are 
expanded in Fourier series in the circumferential direction and in terms of eylindrieal 
functions in the radial direction (Foinquinos 1991). An effective DC is yielded using the
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cylindrical wave model. The eylindrieal wave model has heen used by Stokoe et al. (1994) 
and other researehers. The model is programmed in the eode “SASWFI” which was 
developed at University o f Texas at Austin by Rafael Foinquinos (1991) and José Roësset 
using FORTRAN 77. Plane wave and eylindrieal wave models are both simulated in the 
eode.
Using the cylindrical wave model approaeh, Ganji and Gueunski (1998) were able to 
suceessfully model irregular synthetic profiles, including a profile with a softer layer 
trapped between two HVLs, one with a HVL sandwiched between two softer layers, and 
a third with softer layers at larger depths, and two experimental pavement profiles. O f the 
synthetic models studied by these researehers, the one with the largest velocity contrast is 
a two-layer system, having equal layer thicknesses o f 5 m, over a half spaee. The Vs o f  
the upper layer, middle layer and half space are 200,400 and 300 m/s respeetively. These 
velocity contrasts are low with respeet to a eemented-layer-ineluded system in an arid 
soil profile (recall Figure 1.1). Moreover, the thickness o f the cemented zones is typieally 
less than 3 m and they ean occur at multiple depths (Stone and Luke 2001). Thus, the 
current study is more challenging than those whieh have been presented previously.
Rix et al (2001) and Lai et al. (2002) developed an approaeh to modeling multi-mode 
surfaee wave propagation that combines the simplicity o f a plane wave analysis with the 
accuracy of a cylindrical wave analysis. They derived an explicit, analytical expression 
for the so-called “effective" Rayleigh phase veloeity as a fimetion o f the homogeneous 
Rayleigh eigenproblem. Because this effeetive Rayleigh wave phase veloeity ean be 
entirely determined from the solution o f the homogeneous Rayleigh eigenproblem, it 
requires no additional effort compared to a plane wave analysis. The energy partition for
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each mode is defined as a function o f the first Rayleigh energy integral associated with 
the propagation mode and horizontal and vertical displacement eigenfunctions. Lai (1998) 
has supplied detailed information on this process. Use o f this effective Rayleigh phase 
velocity achieves many o f the advantages o f a cylindrical analysis because it includes 
contributions from multiple surface wave modes. Moreover, partial derivatives o f the 
effective Rayleigh phase velocity with respect to the Vs of the medium, needed for the 
optimization process, are efficiently and accurately calculated using closed-form 
analytical expressions.
This writer tested this approach for challenging velocity profiles like the one 
described in Figure 1.1 and encountered some numerical instability problems. Possible 
influencing factors would include the use o f the asymptotic approximation of the Hankel 
function, the integration range (the limit o f the wave number domain used for the 
numerical integration) and large exponents in the exponential functions in the stiffness 
matrix (Lee 1996). Lee (1996) has provided detailed information in this respect.
Full waveform model
The full waveform model in which interaction o f all waves is modeled gives an exact 
solution to the wave equation for horizontally stratified media (Alterman and Karal 1968). 
It is one o f the most accurate ways to model the wave equation. However, the 
computational demands for full waveform inversion are great. O’Neill (2003; 2004a; 
2004b) presented a full waveform F-SV  reflectivity method to take the place o f the wave 
propagation matrix method. According to O ’Neill, velocity reversals are modeled better 
with this method than with conventional inversion methods considering fundamental 
mode only. O’Neill found that an LVL directly under a surface caprock or pavement
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layer is inverted with more accuracy than one below a buried HVL. The author suggested 
that the decreased resolution with depth would be one reason for the difficulty o f 
detecting the buried HVL.
OASES (Schmidt 1999) is a general purpose computer code for full waveform 
modeling o f seismo-acoustic propagation in horizontally-stratified waveguides using 
wavenumber integration in combination with what is called the Direct Global Matrix 
solution technique. It can be used to generate synthetic seismograms. This technique was 
developed for acoustic modeling in the ocean. To date, no practical applications to 
exploit Vs profiles have been reported. But we have no reason to believe that it would not 
work for terrestrial surface wave modeling.
Based on the literature reviewed by the author, no comparison was reported o f those 
two forward models, the cylindrical wave forward model and the full waveform model, 
applied to the same datasets.
Other methods
Other forward modeling methods used in surface wave measurements include the 
finite difference method (Hossain and Dmevich 1989, Tsarev 2003), direct numerical 
integration method (Aki and Richards 1980) and finite element method (Ganji and 
Gucunski 1998, Zerwer et al. 2002, Hadidi and Gucunski 2003). Those methods are not 
the main trend in the field o f surface wave study today. This writer suggests that the 
reason for this might be due to the difficulty in simulating the boundary conditions and 
embedding them into optimization methods. Besides, the processing is relatively time- 
consuming.
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2.3.2 Optimization Methods 
In the inversion process, model parameters o f concern are Vs, Poisson’s ratio or 
compression wave velocity (Vp), density and their geometric distributions. By comparing 
the partial derivatives o f the phase velocity with respect to Vs, Vp and density, Xia et al.
(1999) showed that the dispersion characteristic is most sensitive to Vs. Fortuitously the 
Vs is the parameter in which we are most interested and for which the inversion is sought. 
Rayleigh inverse problems are non-linear and therefore have the potential for 
nonuniqueness (Luke et al. 2003a). From a mathematical point o f view, nonuniqueness in 
the solution o f an inverse problem is caused either by a lack o f information to constrain 
its solution or because the available information content is not independent (Lai 1998).
Several methods exist for obtaining the Vs profile from the dispersion relations: 
simple empirical relationships, iterative forward modeling and inversion analysis.
A simple empirical method of inversion is to assume that the Vs is equal to 110% of 
the Rayleigh phase velocity, due to the closed-form relationship that exists between them 
in a homogenous half space (e.g., Richart et al. 1970), and the effective sampling depth 
for each wavelength is equal to one-third o f that wavelength because it is here that the 
maximum displacements take place (Stokoe and Nazarian 1983). Stokoe and Nazarian 
(1985) indicated that the use o f this simple inversion method would cause some degree o f 
error in the Vs profiles. In the Engineering Geophysics Laboratory (EGL) at the 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), a similar method, differing in that Vs is 
assumed equal to Rayleigh phase velocity, is used to generate the initial guess, termed 
starting model, for automated inversion (Liu et al. 2002; Luke and Calderon-Macias in 
press; Calderon-Macias and Luke in press).
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The iterative forward modeling analysis is a trial-and-error curve-fitting procedure 
(Stokoe and Nazarian 1985). In this procedure, a theoretical DC is calculated for an 
assumed site profile with initial assigned model parameters using forward modeling 
theory. The theoretical DC is then visually compared with the experimental DC. If the 
match is not good enough, the initial guess o f the Vs profile is adjusted to generate a new 
theoretical DC. The comparison is again made between the new theoretical DC and the 
experimental DC. The trial-and-error procedure is continued until satisfactory agreement 
is achieved between the theoretical DC and the experimental DC. The resulting site 
profile is then considered to represent actual site conditions. The advantage o f this 
method is that it is straightforward and allows direct investigation o f suspected solutions. 
However, it is slow and subjective. This method is used in ReMi data interpretation 
(Louie 2001).
Inversion analysis is an automated iterative forward modeling process. The iterative 
changes in the stiffness profile are made using an optimization technique. Most 
researchers have employed linearized inversion (LI) (e.g., Menke 1989, Ganji 1996, 
Ganji and Gucunski 1998) or else a combination o f linear and nonlinear methods (Xia et 
al. 1999) or neural networks methods (e.g., Williams and Gucunski 1995).
Recently, the simulated annealing (SA) method (e.g.. Sen and Stoffa 1995, Corona et 
al. 1987), which is a directed Monte Carlo optimization method, has been investigated by 
researchers such as Beaty (2000), Martinez et al. (2000), Beaty et al. (2002), Hadidi and 
Gucunski (2003) and Calderon-Macias and Luke (in press); Luke et al. (2003a, 2003b). 
This method permits “uphill” moves in error space, which means that the error, defined 
as the difference between experimental and synthetic DCs, is permitted to increase under
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the control o f a probabilistic criterion, thus tending to avoid becoming trapped at local 
minima in the error space, which could occur if inversion was used with a starting model 
that differs significantly from the correct solution.
Luke, Calderon-Macias and colleagues (Luke and Calderon-Macias in press; 
Calderon-Macias and Luke in press; Luke et al. 2003a, 2003b) showed that the SA 
inversion could be used to improve resolution o f HVLs in soil profiles because it makes it 
possible to guide the solution within expected boundaries based upon prior knowledge of 
site layer geometry or Vs profile. For the SA inversion, the inverted Vs profile is 
composed from a background profile overprinted with one or more HVLs. However, it 
might take an enormous amount o f time and unrealistic computer precision (to keep 
sampling at low “temperatures”) to find the global error minimum. So once a satisfactory 
degree o f error reduction is found through SA, a following process o f linearized inversion 
can be used to speed up the convergence upon a best-fit solution (Calderon-Macias and 
Luke in press). In this SA-LI processing, the final Vs profile from SA serves as the 
starting model for the final LI process. Because the SA method has a stochastic 
component, the outcomes of optimization with the same input parameters can be different. 
Thus, three SA-LI runs are performed for each inversion with identical parameters and 
search range (SR) (Luke and Calderon-Macias in press). The velocity-averaged profile of 
the three SA-LI solutions is then considered as the final inverted profile and the outer 
bound of the three solutions would be presented to illustrate credible ranges. The authors 
demonstrated that this process tends to envelop the solution within credible ranges.
Liu (2002) tested LI and SA-LI inversion methods with two synthetic datasets and 
two experimental datasets fi-om two-channel SASW measurements, one o f each pair
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being normally dispersive and the other having one or more HVLs. The LI method, used 
alone, always generated Vs profiles that match the overall velocity trend with respect to 
the true profiles, but the HVLs are not well defined. The SA-LI method, configured to 
take into account extensive prior information (e.g., borehole logs and refraction results), 
yielded very good Vs matches for the complex profile. The forward model embedded in 
the inversion algorithm was the plane-wave fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave.
To mitigate the impact o f non-uniqueness in inversion o f seismic surface wave data, 
some improvements have been investigated. (1) As mentioned earlier, simultaneous 
measurement and inversion of dispersion and attenuation functions has been studied by 
Rix et al. (2001) and Lai et al. (2002). The coupled approach considers the effect 
produced by material dispersion and improves the “well-posedness” (existence and 
uniqueness o f solutions) o f the inverse problem. (2) Xia et al. (2000, 2003) and Beaty
(2000) used a multi-channel data acquisition method to explore dispersion panels 
containing up to three modes and then invert for the three modes simultaneously. (3) 
Ivanov et al. (2000a) and Ivanov (2002) used the Joint Analysis o f Surface Wave and 
Refractions (JASR) method. In this method, a two-dimensional vertical Vs slice 
generated using the MASW method serves as prior information and initial model to 
generate a two-dimensional Vp model by refraction tomography. (4) Safani et al. (2005) 
and Joh et al. (2006) employed Love-wave jointly with Rayleigh-wave dispersion 
characteristics in the inversion process. The difference between the approaches used by 
the two research teams is that Safani et al. (2005) used the fundamental-mode Rayleigh 
wave while Joh et al. (2006) used the effective Rayleigh wave. In contrast to Rayleigh 
waves, which comprise coupled P-SV particle motion. Love waves comprise SH particle
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motion. Safani et al. observed that the Love wave sensitivity and inversion stability is 
higher than for Rayleigh wave dispersion. Furthermore, they noted that the difference 
between inverted Rayleigh wave and Love wave velocity profiles could be attributed to 
transverse isotropy o f horizontal {Vsh) and vertical (Vsf) Vs o f  soil deposits. Joh et al. 
observed that the effective Love wave DC might have significant discontinuities due to 
multiple reflections o f SH waves and mode conversions o f Rayleigh waves. Those 
adverse effects make Rayleigh waves more beneficial than Love waves in the inversion 
analysis.
2.4 Detection o f Anomalous Layers with Surface Wave Methods
Surface-wave methods have been used by some researchers to investigate anomalous 
layers and inclusions. Most publications address cavities and pavement systems. A few 
researchers have addressed embedded LVLs or HVLs.
One anomalous feature that is highly studied is cavities (e.g., Tsarev 2003). A cavity 
may be dry, soft-sediment filled or filled with water; this can significantly affect Rayleigh 
wave dispersion. Both SASW methods (e.g., Avar and Luke 1999) and MASW methods 
(e.g.. Park et al. 1999a) have been used in cavity detection. Phillips et al. (2004) used the 
DASW method to detect cavities by measuring lateral velocity variations. By numerical 
simulations and field measurements, Gucunski et al. (1996) found that cavities can 
significantly affect the results o f SASW tests by causing a decrease in the phase 
velocities o f surface waves over a broad frequency range. Moreover, the existence o f the 
cavity causes fluctuations in the DC which are induced by wave scattering. Recently, 
Gucunski and Shokouhi (2005) provided a potential method to detect and characterize
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cavities using continuous wavelet transforms of surface waves. They illustrated their 
results with finite element simulation. No field dataset analysis was provided with this 
method. The attenuation analysis o f Rayeigh waves (AARW) to detect the voids has 
been presented by Nasseri-Moghaddam et al. (2005). In the method, two parameters, 
normalized energy distance parameter and normalized amplified logarithmic decrement 
values, were introduced to identify the location and depth respectively o f a void. The 
numerical simulations show the promise o f the AARW for detecting voids in the real 
world. Consideration o f the research reviewed here leads to the conclusion that 
difficulties remain in defining the position, size and shape of the cavities, especially when 
they are deeply buried.
With respect to anomalous layers, the pavement system is special in that the stiffest 
layer is at the surface. Both the SASW method (e.g., Hossain and Dmevich (1989), 
Hiltunen (1991), Haegeman and Van Impe (1997), Ganji and Gucunski (1998)) and the 
MASW method (e.g.. Park et al. (2001b) and Rydén (2001, 2002a, 2002b)) have been 
used in pavement estimation. For example, Rydén (2004) reports great success and 
accuracy in the evaluation of the thickness and stiffness of the top pavement layer using 
surface waves. However, the author states that the inversion of a deeper, embedded HVL 
remains the most challenging part in pavement surface wave measurements. Similarly, 
also as mentioned previously, O’Neill (2003) found that an LVL directly beneath a 
surface caprock or pavement layer is inverted with more accuracy than one below a 
buried HVL.
As mentioned earlier, an embedded LVL or HVL is known to give rise to higher­
mode energy (Gucunski and Woods 1991a). Asten and Boore (2005) reported a blind
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comparison o f fourteen surface wave methods at a single site in the city o f San Jose, 
California. This site was one o f four in the study reported by Stephenson et al. (2005) 
mentioned earlier. Two LVLs were detected by the in-hole shear wave suspension log, 
one at a depth o f 7 to 16 m and another more distinct one at a depth o f 55 to 75 m. The 
velocity contrasts for the two LVLs are both small, less than a factor o f 2. Although the 
averaged Vs to a depth o f 30 m from all the techniques agree well, only three o f the non- 
invasive seismic methods resolved the upper LVL: high-resolution reflection-reffaction, 
SASW with harmonic source and OYO’s WAVE-EQ software and a multi-channel 
surface wave method using a harmonic source with f  - k  analysis and direct inversion of 
the DC. None of the methods resolved the deeper LVL.
As mentioned earlier, Ganji and Gucunski (1998) reported success in modeling a 
system with an HVL. With respect to their case, however, the HVL system with 
carbonate-cemented-layer inclusion poses greater difficulties for inversion due to the 
higher velocity contrast.
Sedighi-Manesh (1991) studied the potential o f using the SASW method to detect gas 
hydrate (an ice-like crystalline solid formed ftom a mixture o f water and natural gas, 
which has a high Vs) offshore. The author developed theoretical formulations ftom both 
plane wave and cylindrical wave models for propagation of waves along the interface 
between a solid and water. Results calculated ftom the plane wave model solution were 
compared with experimental data. Changing dominance among surface wave modes was 
observed when the underwater profile was not ND. (In a ND profile the velocities o f soil 
layers increase monotonically with increasing depth.) Sedighi-Manesh (1991) also 
compared theoretical solutions from plane wave and cylindrical wave models.
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Disagreement in the dispersion relation occurred at wavelengths greater than twice the 
depth o f the water when the Vs o f the underwater half-space is as high as 3,000 m/sec. 
The author’s finding supported the same conclusion described above that soil systems 
having high-velocity inclusions are particularly difficult to resolve. The cylindrical wave 
model should be more appropriate than plane wave model for profiles at those cases.
Jin et al. (2006) performed one SASW and one MASW measurement at a site known 
to have a carbonate cemented layer. For the MASW analysis, commercial software, 
SurfSeis (Kansas Geological Survey), was used. In the program, the plane wave 
propagation is modeled and a combined linear and nonlinear optimization methods (Xia 
et al. 1999) is used to build the Vs profile. For the SASW analysis, the cylindrical wave 
propagation model o f Roësset et al. (1991) is used and a linearized inversion method is 
used to build the Vs profile (Luke et al. 2003b). Even though the fit between the 
experimental DC and theoretical DC was good in both cases, neither o f them resolved the 
HVL.
By introducing the two-step inversion process o f SA-LI as mentioned previously, 
Luke et al. (2003a, 2003b) have improved the ability to resolve stiff, carbonate-cemented 
layers using SASW data. The forward model that the authors used is fundamental-mode 
energy from the plane wave model. As mentioned previously, the DC generated from the 
SASW method is in fact an effective DC and so can be represented more accurately with 
a cylindrical wave propagation model.
Consideration o f the research reviewed here leads to the conclusion that soil systems 
with HVLs and/or LVLs are particularly difficult to resolve. The purpose o f this research 
is to find a way using surface wave methods to better resolve the HVL.
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2.5 Methodology o f this Study
Because active-source methods have higher resolution than the passive-source 
methods within the shallow depths o f interest, only active-source methods will be used 
for this study.
To address the issue of wave scattering in a complex-layered system such as that o f a 
carbonate-cemented inclusion, two possible solutions can be considered, as Tokimatsu et 
al. (1992c) summarized: either separate a dominant mode and other contributing modes 
or use a so-called “apparent” (i.e., “effective”) DC to consider all contributing modes 
simultaneously.
The first solution calls for multi-channel methods and sophisticated signal processing 
procedures. According to the literature review, the f-p  transformation method is preferred 
for dispersion panel generation. To perform the f-p  transform, a code in MATLAB 
written by Mauricio Sacchi o f University o f Alberta is used with permission. Beaty (2000) 
incorporated this tool in analyses to examine seasonal variability o f near-surface elastic 
properties. Because different modes can be distinguished from each other, a multi-mode 
plane wave propagation model can be used as the forward model. In the inversion of 
multi-mode DC with plane wave forward model, this research includes two analyses: 
fundamental-mode alone (MDC/PF) and first two modes (MDC/PM). This research will 
test the hypothesis that the MDC/PM analysis is better than the MDC/PF analysis for 
complex sites.
In the second case, where a single effective DC is generated, as with the two-channel 
phase-spectral method, the cylindrical wave model can be used as the forward model to 
generate one effective DC. This solution is inversion of effective DC with cylindrical
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wave forward model (EDC/CM). This research will test the hypothesis that the EDC/CM 
analysis is better than the EDC/PF analysis for complex sites.
The full waveform model shows promise for embedding into the inversion code; 
however, that investigation is outside the scope o f this research project. Because no clear 
favorite is reported between the remaining two approaches, they are both tested in this 
research. Because the SA-LI method is preferred to LI alone especially for the complex 
profiles, it is used to generate the Vs profile for both approaches for this research. The 
SA-LI method has been coded in FORTRAN?? for the UNLV Engineering Geophysics 
Laboratory (EGL) by Carlos Calderon-Macias (Calderon-Macias and Luke, in press). LI 
alone will not be considered in this research.
The author embedded the SASWFI and SWAMI codes into the SA-LI optimization 
code. The two codes are used under permission from their respective developers. UNLV 
graduate research assistant Bagathbabu Dumpala helped with extracting the cylindrical 
wave forward model part from the SASWFI code.
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Figure 2.1. Basic configuration for SASW testing.
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Figure 2.2. Basic configuration for MASW testing.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TWO APPROACHES
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, two synthetic profiles are used to test and verify the newly 
implemented approaches. They correspond to a ND system and a HVL system. For each 
profile, two inversion approaches are applied. One is EDC/CM. The other includes two 
analyses: MDC/PF and MDC/PM. The complete inversion procedures including 
theoretical DC generation, starting model generation and the inversion implementation 
are illustrated. An instruction manual for the starting model generation and inversion 
analyses is included in Appendix A. The ND system is selected to serve as a simple case 
to test the applicability o f the approaches. It is also used to test the applicability o f the 
approaches with incorrect expectation o f a HVL. The parameters used to describe the 
quality o f the results are also introduced and discussed.
3.2 Model and Parameter Description 
The ND and HVL profiles have the characteristics shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 
respectively. The profiles are loosely based on sediment properties typical in Las Vegas 
Valley, Nevada, and more specifically around conditions existing at the UNLV 
Engineering Geophysics Test Site (EGTS) (http://www.ce.unlv.edu/egl). This is the site of 
the experimental study presented in Chapter 7. Parameters o f the target profiles include
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the density, Poisson’s ratio (u ) ,  thickness. Vs and compression wave velocity (Vp) o f the 
layers. The Vp is calculated hy
The ND profile is a two-layer normally-dispersive system. The assigned values o f Vs 
fall within published ranges (e.g., Sharma 1997) for dense sand and stiff clay, which are 
sediment types common to the Las Vegas Valley. The density o f the uncemented layers 
was selected as 1700 kg/m^ which is also within published ranges for stiff clay and dense 
sand (e.g., Coduto 1994).
As mentioned previously, Rayleigh wave dispersion curves are fairly insensitive to 
the value of density and Poisson’s ratio (e.g., Xia et al., 1999). However, Foti and 
Strobbia (2002) reported that the wrong hypothesis on the position of the water table, 
which affects the values o f both density and Possion’s ratio, could lead to a misleading 
result. The authors reported that an incorrect hypothesis of absence o f a water table is 
strongly misleading and can lead to severe errors (as high as 100%) in the final velocities. 
Tecle et al. (2003) calculated Poisson’s ratio at the EGTS from Vp and Vs measured with 
a 7-m deep downhole test. The water table at the site was at 2.7 m depth. The Poisson’s 
ratio o f materials above the water table was found to be between 0.26 and 0.3, whereas 
the Poisson’s ratio o f materials below the water table was between 0.4 and 0.5. In the 
synthetic study described here, the water tables are set at 2 m and 3.5 m depth for ND and 
HVL profiles respectively. The Poisson’s ratio for uncemented layers above the water 
table is set to be 0.3. The Vp below the water table is 1500 m/s, thus the Poisson’s ratio 
for uncemented layers below the water table is back-calculated to be 0.46 according to Eq. 
3.1.
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The HVL profile is similar to the ND profile except a thin HVL has been inserted. 
The HVL represents a carbonate-cemented layer typical o f those encountered in Las 
Vegas. Even though carbonate-cemented layers are ubiquitous in the Las Vegas Valley, 
there is limited documentation about their thickness, embedment depth and Vs. The 
thickness o f the carbonate-cemented layer might vary from a few centimeters to 3 m 
(Wyman et al. 1993). Tecle et al. (2003) measured Vs o f 400 -  900 m/s at about 2 m depth 
for dry, partially cemented sand and gravel and 1400-2000 m/s at about 4.5 m depth for 
fully cemented sand and gravel below the water table, in crosshole and downhole tests at 
the EGTS. Here, the thickness and Vs o f the HVL are assigned 1.5 m and 1500 m/s 
respectively. Those values fall within ranges o f the limited database.
A few studies o f density and Poisson’s ratio of carbonate-cemented soils have been 
conducted. Stone and Luke (2001) tested the density and Poisson’s ratio o f cemented 
material cored at the EGTS. The density was found to be 2500 kg/m^ and the Poisson’s 
ratio was 0.23. In their seismic downhole measurement at the EGTS, Tecle et al. (2003) 
found the Poisson’s ratio for a carbonate-cemented layer (at 3.25 m depth) to be 0.33. The 
difference between these two outcomes can be attributed to the fact that the sample tested 
in the lab is intact and very well cemented, while field measurements are affected by 
discontinuities, variable degree o f cementation, and other heterogeneities occurring at the 
macro scale. The density and Poisson’s ratio o f cemented soils for this study are set to 
2200 kg/m^ and 0.25 respectively.
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3.3 Theoretical Dispersion Curve Generation 
The EDC and the MDC are generated for the ND and HVL profiles (Figures 3.1a and 
3.2a, respectively). The effective velocity is always higher than that from the 
fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave. For the HVL profile, the fundamental mode and first 
higher mode DCs nearly intersect at 41 Hz. The corresponding velocity ratio, which is 
defined as the ratio between effective and fundamental-mode velocity, is shown in 
Figures 3.1b and 3.2b. The difference is larger at lower frequencies and reaches a 
constant value, very close to 1, with increasing frequency. For the ND profile, the ratio is 
greater than 1.1 for 4 out o f 50 points, with a highest value o f 1.12. For the HVL profile, 
the ratio is greater than 1.1 for 10 out o f 50 points, with a highest value o f 1.32. However, 
for the HVL profile, the points with the greatest ratio are concentrated within a much 
narrower frequency band.
3.4 Starting Model Generation 
To start the inversion process, the first step is to have a starting model. A good 
starting model can improve the degree of convergence of the inversion algorithm and 
favor the correct solution when the solution is nonunique. An algorithm to generate a 
high-quality starting model based on the work of Liu et al. (2002) has been developed in 
the EGL (Luke and Calderon-Macias in press).
Density and Poisson’s ratio are assumed known with constant values o f 1700 kg/m^ 
and 0.3 respectively. Thickness and Vs o f the layers are assumed unknown and generated 
using the following process. Before solving for the unknown parameters, the preferred 
number o f layers should be decided. Having an insufficient number o f layers will not
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capture important features in the data. Having more layers gives more flexibility to the 
profile and thus increases the chances o f matching with the true layer interfaces. However, 
having too many layers may result in unrealistic too-thin upper layers. Hiltunen et al. 
(2006) reported that uncertainty in Vs is a function o f the number o f layers and the 
uncertainty increases with the increasing number o f layers. In this research, based on 
experience and engineering practicality, it is required that the layers be greater than 0.15 
m thick (Jin et al. 2003).
Once the number o f layers is decided, several different potential layer geometries are 
obtained by using a family o f exponential functions such that layer thickness increases 
exponentially with depth (Luke and Calderon-Macias in press):
(3.2)
l - x „
where
A, is the thickness o f the ith layer;
c(.i-n)
Xj =e  " ,/■ = 1 • • • « , «  is the number o f layers;
Xo = e~" ;
is the depth to the top of the halfspace and is normally set as one third o f the 
maximum wavelength (Gazetas 1992); and c is the decay factor, normally in the range o f 
1 to 6.
The Vs o f each layer is set equal to the Rayleigh wave velocity from the experimental 
dataset that corresponds to a wavelength that is three times the depth to the center o f the 
layer. Once all the parameters in the model are set up, the appropriate corresponding 
forward model (SWAMI or SASWFI) is applied to generate the theoretical DCs for a
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family o f starting models having different decay factors. For multimode inversion, only 
the fundamental mode is considered in creating the starting model. The selection of a 
starting model from the family o f candidates is based on the best fit between the target 
dispersion dataset and that generated from candidate starting models. The quality o f the 
fit is quantified using the data difference (DD), which is defined as the root-square sum 
o f the squared difference between dispersion datasets. The DD compares the theoretical 
(inverted) and target curve. It is calculated as follows:
\NM  NP
= (3.3)
V 7=1 (=1
where
NP  is the number o f data points in the dispersion curve;
N M  is the total number of modes used in inversion;
Ŵ j is the weight for the i* data point o f the j*  mode; and
Tf and are the theoretical and experimental wave velocity respectively at the point.
The process can be repeated for different numbers o f layers. Normally, the model 
with the lowest DD value that still satisfies the criterion for minimum layer thickness is 
selected as the starting model. However, based on experience, the author noted that the fit 
o f the DCs at the low wavelength/high frequency limit is important for a good starting 
model. Thus, the DC with the best fit at low wavelength/high frequency band and 
reasonable fit overall might be favored over the one with the lowest DD value. The 
selection o f the starting models for the ND and HVL profiles is illustrated in Figures 3.3 
to 3.6. The numbers o f layers for both profiles are selected as 3. The starting model for 
the MDC approaches for the ND profile is selected based on the best fit at low
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wavelengths (Figure 3.4) while others are selected based strictly on the lowest DD values.
3.5 Inversion
The generated theoretical DCs serve as the target DCs for inversion. As mentioned in 
Chapter 2, the inverted Vs profile is composed from a background profile overprinted 
with one or more HVLs for the SA inversion (Luke and Calderon-Macias in press). For 
the background profile, the Vs is perturbed randomly within a user-specified range which 
is normally defined as between half and twice the Vs o f the corresponding layer in the 
starting model The search parameters for the HVL include depth, thickness and Vs. The 
ranges for them are set based on prior information available. The probability o f 
encountering the HVL in the inversion can be specified based on the reliability o f the 
prior information. This specification is achieved by allowing the SR for thickness to vary 
from a negative value to a positive one. If the solution gives a negative layer thickness, 
the HVL is considered not to exist and is omitted. The more negative the value, the lower 
the probability that a HVL will result (i.e., the lower the reliability o f the prior 
information (Huynh et al. 2003). Density and Poisson’s ratio are specified based on prior 
information and engineering judgment.
LI follows the SA method. The LI model parameters, density, Poisson’s ratio and 
thickness o f each layer, are the output from SA. The Vs is the only parameter updated for 
each iteration. The LI method has an unconstrained search, so it is possible that the final 
solution falls outside the boundaries imposed during SA.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, three SA-LI runs are performed for each inversion with 
identical parameters and SR and the velocity-averaged profile o f the three SA-LI
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solutions is then considered as the final inverted profile. The average profile tends to give 
some too-thin layers due to the different geometries from three runs. The location of 
those too-thin layers is within the SR of the HVL. To address those unrealistic too-thin 
layers, two alternative averaging methods can be used. The first method has been used for 
all the cases when the problem occurs. The second method is tested and compared to the 
first method for the case o f the HVL profile in Chapter 5.
1. If  the layer is less than 0.15 m thick, it is combined into the layer above or 
underneath that has the smaller velocity difference. The velocity o f the combined layer is 
calculated as below:
v = (3.4)
where / is the layer number and h its thickness.
If  the thin layer is at the surface, it is combined into the layer underneath.
2. The inverted Vs profile is composed from a background profile overprinted with 
one or more HVLs, consequently the background model can first be averaged as-is. Then 
for the HVL, its depth, velocity and thickness are averaged independently as follows:
(3.5)
(3.6)
HVL
v,h,d,+v^h^d^+v^h^d^
^ H V L  ~  7 1 j W - ' l
V,«i + Vj«2 + V3A3
where , H , and are the averaged depth, thickness and velocity
respectively o f the HVL; d^,h^ and v, (z = l -3) are the depth, thickness and velocity
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respectively o f the HVL from the i* run.
Thus, the average profile would be the average background profile overprinted with 
the average HVL.
For the MDC approach, the inversion process is performed on (1) fundamental mode 
DC alone (MDC/PF analysis) and (2) fundamental and first higher mode DC 
simultaneously (MDC/PM analysis). When more than one mode is considered in the 
inversion, weights are assigned to each mode. The rationale behind choosing the weight 
was that the value of the weight for the mode is proportional to its energy content. Thus, 
theoretically, the weight for each mode at each frequency should be assigned based on its 
energy contribution at that frequency. Based on the literature review the author performed, 
no researchers have used this procedure. The selection of weights here is quite subjective. 
Beaty (2002) inverted the first three modes simultaneously using weights for the 
fundamental, first higher and second higher modes o f 0.5, 0.25 and 0.25 respectively. The 
fundamental mode shows more dominance in ND cases. As displayed in Figure 3.1, the 
EDC follows the shape of the fundamental mode DC and does not jump to the higher­
mode DC. Thus, weights for fundamental and first higher mode are set 0.9 and 0.1 
respectively for the MDC/PM analysis. For the HVL profile, weights for fundamental and 
first higher mode are set 0.75 and 0.25 respectively, giving heavier contribution to the 
first higher mode than in the case o f the ND profile. Better ways to assign the weights 
should be sought in future research.
No prior information is considered for the ND profile. For the HVL profile, the range 
o f depths hounding the possible HVL is set from 1 to 5 m, the range o f thickness from 
(-0.5) to 2 m and the range o f Vs from 1000 to 2000 m/s. The search range for the
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thickness corresponds to a probability (P) o f finding a HVL of 0.8.
3.6 Interpretation of Results
The quality o f the results from inversion can be evaluated by DD, and the model 
resolution matrix (RM) and posteriori covariance matrix (CM) (Calderon-Macias and 
Luke 2002). For a synthetic study where the true model is known, the quality o f the 
results can be easily evaluated using the profile difference (PD). To simplify both visual 
and numerical comparisons between Vs profiles having different layer geometries, the 
concept o f equivalent mean (EM) profile is introduced. The EM is a best-fit profile to the 
target constrained by a different geometry (Calderon-Macias and Luke 2002). It is 
generated by weighting velocities o f the target profile with the layer geometry o f the 
alternate profile. The PD indicates how close the two profiles are. It is defined as:
PD = —  (3.8)
z,»
where S  is total area between EM and the Vs profile from inversion processing over 
the depth from the surface to the top o f the half-space and is the depth to the top o f
the halfspace. It is noted that a difference between EM and Vs profiles at the halfspace 
will not affect the PD.
The RM and CM are « x « matrices, where n is the number o f layers in the model 
plus one for the half space. If the estimated model is equal to the true model, the RM is an 
identity matrix. The farther the resolution matrix is from the identity matrix, the lower the 
resolution is and the more a layer velocity becomes dependent on other layers’ velocities. 
The RM depends on the forward modeling and the starting model, not the measured data 
(target). Thus, it is possible to have a perfectly resolved RM when the solution is not
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representative of the true model (Luke and Calderon-Macias in press). In this dissertation, 
each RM matrix is normalized independently so that the highest value is always unity.
The diagonal elements in the CM give the square root of the standard deviation o f the 
velocity o f the layer. The off-diagonal elements in the CM give a measurement o f the 
tendency for layer velocities to vary with respect to one another. If CM (i,j) >0, the 
velocities o f the i* and j*  layers increase or decrease together. If  CM (i,j) <0, the velocity 
o f one layer increases while that o f the other layer decreases or vice versa. The further the 
off-diagonal element is from zero, the stronger the velocities o f the two layers are inter­
dependent. Low interdependence implies high resolution. In this dissertation, each CM 
matrix is presented using the same scale, from (-100) to 100.
3.6.1 Results for the ND Profile 
Resulting DD and PD from three inversion runs for the ND profile using the 
EDC/CM, MDC/PF and MDC/PM analyses are presented in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.7. 
Results among the three runs were consistent except for one DD value for the EDC 
approach. Excepting that anomaly, both the DD and PD for the EDC approach are 
approximately half that for the MDC approaches.
Figures 3.8 to 3.10 show the results from the EDC/CM analysis. Results include the 
model fits to the target DC (Figure 3.8), the final Vs profiles for three runs compared 
against the target and the starting model and the search range (Figure 3.9a), the average 
Vs profile from the three runs compared against the target and EM profiles (Figure 3.9b), 
and the three RMs and CMs (Figure 3.10) from the three inversion runs.
Two inverted profiles have virtually identical results that nearly match the EM.
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However, run 1, the one that has the anomalously high DD, overestimates the velocity of 
the halfspace. The PDs o f the three runs are close because the mismatch o f the halfspace 
is not taken into account in the calculation. The average profile matches well with the EM 
profile. The RMs display near-perfect resolution for all three runs. The CMs from runs 2 
and 3 are similar, showing little to moderate dependence between layers with a higher 
standard deviation for the halfspace, despite the fact that the Vs o f the halfspace is 
perfectly resolved. Despite the worse fit from run 1, its CM shows less dependence 
between layers and lower standard deviation o f the layers except the halfspace with 
respect to the CMs from the other two runs.
Figures 3.11 to 3.14 show the results from the MDC approach following the same 
format presented for the EDC approach. The numbers on the image to the right o f each 
mode indicate the mode order. The six inverted profiles are virtually identical. They fit 
the first and third layers but overestimate the velocities o f the second layer and half space. 
The uniformity o f the outcome improves confidence in the results. For both the MDC/PF 
and MDC/PM analyses, the RMs and CMs for the three runs are consistent. Although the 
inverted profiles are similar to each other, the RMs for the MDC/PF analyses show much 
better resolution. For the MDC/PF analysis, all the CMs show a higher standard deviation 
for the second layer and halfspace. For the MDC/PM analysis, the CMs show much lower 
values for standard deviation and interdependence, though patterns are similar.
In summary, all inverted Vs profiles are adequate. Incorporation o f the first higher 
mode into the inversion does not improve the results at all. The reason is due to the 
dominance o f the fundamental mode in the ND system.
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3.6.2 Results for the HVL Profile
Following the same format laid out for the ND profile, resulting DD and PD from 
three inversion runs for the HVL profiles using the EDC/CM, MDC/PF and MDC/PM 
analyses are presented in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.15. Both DD and PD from MDC/PM are 
consistently lowest. Most values, but not all, are much higher than those for the ND 
profile. Results are more variable than they were for the ND profile.
Figures 3.16 to 3.18 show the results from the EDC/CM analysis. The target DC 
exhibits scatter from 30 to 40 Hz. In that range, none of the theoretical DCs match the 
target. The DD value from run 2 is slightly greater than the rest because o f the DC 
mismatch at high frequency range in addition to the above frequency band. They all yield 
a solution that contains an HVL; the third layer from runs 1 and 3 and the fourth layer 
from run 2. The three inverted profiles fit well with the background o f the target profile 
but show variation in the depth, thickness, and velocity o f the HVL. The average profile 
matches well with the EM profile. All the RMs display high resolution with relatively 
lower resolution for the HVL. All the CMs show a higher standard deviation for the HVL. 
The RMs and CMs are virtually identical for runs 1 and 3, despite very different solutions 
for the HVL.
Figures 3.19 to 3.22 show the results from the MDC analysis. For the MDC/PF 
analysis, the DD and PD values o f runs 1 and 2 are much greater than those o f run 3. The 
theoretical DCs from the two runs having high DD and PD fit poorly with the target DC. 
Correspondingly for those two runs, the HVL was not located. It is important to note that 
the RMs for those two solutions still display good resolution. This may lead to 
misleading evaluation if RM is used alone to evaluate the result quality. Further, the CM
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for run 1 shows far lower standard deviation than the rest; this too is misleading. Run 3 
found the HVL and thus greatly reduced the DD and PD values. The RM and CM from 
this run yield no clue that this is the best o f the three outcomes. Due to the poor results 
from two runs, however, the average profile from the three SA-LI solutions fits poorly 
with the target EM.
For the MDC/PM analysis, the DD and PD are significantly reduced. All the 
theoretical DCs fit well with the target DCs. It is important to note that the DC fit o f the 
fundamental mode from the MDC/PM analysis is greatly improved with respect to the 
MDC/PF analysis. All the three runs yield a solution that contains a HVL: the third layer. 
Though the inverted profiles fit excellently with the target, the RMs are not perfect, 
having lower resolutions for the HVL and the layer underlying it. The CMs display 
relatively higher standard deviations for the HVL and the halfspace. The average profile 
from the three SA-LI solutions fits excellently with the target.
In summary, for the HVL profile, the EDC/CM analysis provides acceptable results. 
The HVL is acceptably resolved with variation in the depth, thickness, and velocity from 
three runs. For the MDC/PF analysis, some poor results are encountered with obvious 
misfit o f DCs. The HVL is well resolved when the fit of DCs is good. The MDC/PM 
analysis provides excellent results; the HVL is excellently resolved. The significant 
improvement with respect to the MDC/PF analysis is attributed to the influence o f the 
higher mode or modes for this ease.
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3.6.3 Results for the ND Profile with Incorrect HVL Expectation 
The ND profile with prior information incorrectly anticipating a HVL is used to test 
the applicability o f the two approaches in the case of incorrect prior information. The 
prior information used here is the same as that used for the HVL system.
Resulting DD and PD from three inversion runs using the EDC/CM, MDC/PF and 
MDC/PM analyses are presented in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.23. All the DD are as low as 
for the ND profile (Figure 3.7). The DD among the three runs were consistent from the 
EDC/CM and MDC/PM analyses. The MDC/PM analysis has consistently lowest PD and 
the EDC/CM analysis has consistently highest PD. For the MDC/PF analysis, inverse 
results between DD and PD are noted. The better DD from runs 1 and 3 correspond to 
worse PD values with respect to that from run 2.
Figures 3.24 to 3.26 show the results from the EDC/CM analysis. The theoretical DCs 
fit well to the target DC, though all the inverted profiles yield a profile that contains a 
HVL. Due to the existence of the HVL generated from the inversion, the average profile 
matches poorly with the EM profile. The RM for run 1, whose HVL has the greatest 
thickness o f the three runs, shows poor resolution. However, the RMs for runs 2 and 3 
display good resolution except for the HVL. The CMs show little to moderate 
dependence between layers and the layer having greatest standard deviation is 
inconsistent among the three runs.
Figures 3.27 to 3.30 show the results from the MDC approach. The theoretical and 
target DCs fit well. For the MDC/PF analysis, two runs yield a profile that contains a 
HVL. For the MDC/PM analysis, results are consistent and none o f the three inverted 
profiles yield a profile that contains a HVL. The three inverted profiles, average profile
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and their corresponding RMs and CMs except RM for run 2 are all similar to those from 
inversion of the MDC/PM for the ND profile without prior information (Figures 3.9 and 
3.10). The Vs o f the second layer and halfspaee are also consistently overestimated. It is 
interesting to note that the RM for run 2 is different from the others despite the nearly 
identical results.
In summary, for an ND profile with incorrect expectation o f an HVL, all solutions 
yield good DC fits but some erroneously identified an HVL. The EDC/CM analysis 
always found a solution that incorrectly yielded a profile with a HVL, but still had a good 
match with the theoretical DC. One solution that has the greatest thickness for the HVL 
of the three runs shows poor resolution, while the other two display good resolution. 
Similarly, the MDC/PF analysis might accept the incorrect prior information. The 
MDC/PM analysis is quite immune to the incorrect prior information. It yields good 
results, despite the RM showing poor resolution.
3.7 Discussion
The quality of the inversion results can be evaluated by a combination o f values o f 
DD, image o f RM and CM, observed error between the DC fits and repeatability of 
results. For the synthetic study where the true model is known, the results can be readily 
evaluated by evaluating the PD and comparing the inverted profile to the EM profile.
The RM and CM are closely related; low interdependence of the velocity o f one layer 
to another implies higher resolution. A perfect result has perfect RM and CM, but perfect 
RM and CM do not guarantee a perfect result. Sometimes, poor RM and CM might not 
refer to a poor result either. Thus, it is important to note that RM and CM considered
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alone can lead to a misleading evaluation.
Another simple, but not foolproof, way to evaluate the results is by visually 
inspecting the fit between the DCs. The repeatability of the results also helps to build 
confidence in the results. If  great variability is displayed in the three runs, the average 
profile might not be very accurate. More runs are recommended to look for trends.
For the ND profile, all inversion analyses provide good results. The incorporation of 
the first higher mode into inversion does not improve the results at all, due to the 
dominance o f the fundamental mode for this case.
For the HVL profile, the EDC/CM analysis provides acceptable results. For the 
MDC/PF analysis, poor results are encountered with obvious misfit o f DCs. For the 
MDC/PM analysis, the results and the goodness-of-fit between the theoretical and target 
fimdamental-mode DC are significantly improved from the MDC/PF analysis. The 
improvement is attributed to the influence o f the higher mode or modes for this ease.
Given the opportunity, the EDC/CM analysis tends to yield a profile with a HVL 
when none is present. The MDC/PF analysis sometimes responds similarly, but the 
MDC/PM analysis is quite immune to the incorrect prior information.
Overall, for an HVL system, inversion following MDC/PM analysis provides the best 
results o f the three inversion analyses. Less reliable is the EDC/CM analysis and the least 
accurate is the MDC/PF analysis.
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Table 3.1. Layer properties of the ND profile. Water table assumed to be at 2 m depth.
Layer
number
Thickness
(m)
Shear wave 
velocity Vs 
(m/s)
Compression 
wave velocity 
Vp (m/s)
Poisson’s 
ratio V
Density
(kg/m^)
1 2.0 200 370 0.30 1700
2 5.5 400 1500 0.46 1700
Half-spaee 600 2200 0.46 1700
Table 3.2. Layer properties o f the HVL profile. Water table assumed to be at 3.5 m depth.
Layer
number
Thickness
(m)
Shear wave 
velocity Vs 
(m/s)
Compression 
wave velocity 
Vp (m/s)
Poisson’s 
ratio V
Density
(kg/m^)
1 2.0 200 370 0.30 1700
2 1.5 1500 2600 0.25 2200
3 4.0 400 1500 0.46 1700
Half-spaee 600 2200 0.46 1700
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Table 3.3. Summary o f the results for the ND profile.
Run number EDC/CM
MDC
PF PM
DD PD DD PD DD PD
1 68 14 27 38 32 31
2 12 15 27 38 32 31
3 12 15 27 38 31 32
Avg. 8 38 31
Table 3.4. Summary o f the results for the HVL profile.
Run number EDC/CM
MDC
PF PM
DD PD DD PD DD PD
1 112 111 119 443 5 25
2 134 340 119 443 23 117
3 117 94 17 116 10 34
Avg. 128 334 52
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Table 3.5. Summary of the results for the ND profile with incorrect HVL expectation.
Run number EDC/CM
MDC
PF PM
DD PD DD PD DD PD
1 31 199 11 118 32 32
2 31 91 27 38 32 32
3 30 112 12 204 32 32
Avg. 126 107 32
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Figure 3.1. ND profile: (a) DCs; (b) velocity ratio between EDC and fundamental mode
DC.
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Figure 3.2. HVL profile: (a) DCs; (b) velocity ratio between EDC and fundamental mode
DC.
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Figure 3.3. ND profile: starting model for the EDC approach.
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Figure 3.4. ND profile: starting model for the MDC approach.
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Figure 3.6. HVL profile: starting model for the MDC approach.
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Figure 3.10. ND profile, EDC/CM: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 3.14. ND profile: RMs and CMs from (a) MDC/PF, (b) MDC/PM.
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Figure 3.16. HVL profile, EDC/CM: comparison o f DCs.
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Figure 3.20. HVL profile: F5  profile from three runs for (a) MDC/PF, (b) MDC/PM.
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Figure 3.22. HVL profile: RMs and CMs from (a) MDC/PF, (b) MDC/PM.
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Figure 3.24. ND profile with incorrect HVL expectation, EDC/CM: eomparison o f DCs.
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Figure 3.25. ND profile with incorrect HVL expectation, EDC/CM: Vs profiles for (a)
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CHAPTER 4
PRACTICAL STUDIES ON DELINEATING THE HVL SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
The focus o f this chapter is a practical investigation of the HVL system to enhance 
the ability to identify the HVL. The same HVL profile used in Chapter 3 is used here. 
Two cases are studied. First, a sensitivity study was designed to examine the effects of 
depth o f a HVL, thickness of the layer, and degree o f velocity contrast on the surface- 
wave DC. Then, incorporation o f prior information from a seismic body wave refraction 
measurement into the inversion analyses is tested. The inversion outcomes are compared 
to those from Chapter 3.
4.2 Effect o f HVL in Soil Profiles on DCs 
Information about depth, thickness and velocity o f the HVL are all significant in 
engineering. Variation of any o f these three parameters will induce some variation on the 
dispersion relation, which is a “signature” o f the site. To examine the effects o f these 
parameters on the dispersion relation, four profile models designated as RP, DP, HP and 
VP were created. The geometry and velocities for each profile are shown in Table 4.1. 
The RP is the reference profile and is identical to the HVL profile in Chapter 3. With 
respect to the RP, the three other profiles had one parameter modified, while other layer
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properties remain unchanged. In the DP, HP, and VP, the depth, thickness and velocity, 
respectively, o f the HVL was increased by 10% (Figure 4.1).
Feng et al. (2005) proposed simple equations to describe the sensitivity o f Vs derived 
from multi-mode inversion o f plane wave propagation to the variation o f the velocity and 
thickness o f profile layers as a function o f frequency. Here, the equations are applied only 
to the HVL. Further, this author extends the idea to define the sensitivity o f Vs to the 
variation o f the depth o f the HVL in a like manner. The equations are defined as follows:
^ ------------------ i V M
c ( / ’ HfjvL + ) -  Vr (/»  HfjvL )| ^
o  _ Ÿr  ( / ’ ̂ HVL + ^^HVL '  ^HVL )| *  ,  Q Q » /
where Dfjy^ , H , and are the depth, thickness and velocity o f the HVL
respectively; 5'^, S^j and Sy are the sensitivities, in percent, o f to variation o f the
depth, thickness and velocity o f the HVL respectively; and a  is the perturbation factor, 
set at 10% in this study.
For each profile, both EDC and MDC are generated. Figure 4.2 indicates the EDC 
and MDC from the RP, plotted as both velocity versus frequency and velocity versus 
wavelength. The EDC coincides with the fundamental-mode DC over most o f the 
wavelength range, but increases by as much as 30% in the frequency range 30 to 45 Hz 
(wavelength range 9 to 15 m). Assuming that the effective sampling depth is equal to 
one-third o f that wavelength, the corresponding depth is from about 3 to 5 m. This 
overestimates the depth and thickness o f the HVL. However, it is adequate for a rough 
estimation (Figure 4.2).
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The sensitivities o f Vs to the depth, thickness and velocity o f the HVL are shown in 
Figure 4.3. They are all displayed in terms of frequency and wavelength. The sensitivity 
function is quite irregular for the EDC while much smoother for the MDC.
Peak values o f sensitivity are summarized in Figure 4.4. For both the EDC and MDC 
cases, the Vs shows the greatest sensitivity to the depth o f the HVL and the sensitivities to 
the velocity and thickness are similar. For the three parameters, the EDC consistently has 
the greatest peak sensitivity and the first higher mode consistently has the least peak 
sensitivity. The peak sensitivity o f the fundamental mode is intermediate.
For the variation o f the depth, the peak sensitivities of EDC and fundamental mode 
DC occur at close frequency/wavelength. For the variation of the thickness and velocity, 
the peak sensitivity o f EDC reaches its peak at lower frequency/higher wavelength than 
that of the fundamental mode DC.
The less sensitive the Vs is to the variation o f the parameter, the more difficult it is for 
the inversion process to locate the real solution for that parameter. The more similar are 
the sensitivities to the variation o f different parameters, the harder it is to distinguish the 
contributing parameter. The more sensitive is the Vs to the variation o f the parameter, the 
greater is the effect o f the parameter. Thus, for inversion o f both EDC and MDC, it would 
be easiest to resolve the depth. Furthermore, due to the greatest effect o f depth on the 
DCs, the DC fit could be most significantly improved if  prior information of depth were 
known. This deduction is tested in the second half o f this chapter. The effects o f variation 
of thickness and velocity on the DC are similar and would be hard to distinguish from 
each other: the same effects on the DC might be caused by the variation o f thickness 
alone, velocity alone or a combination o f both. Due to the ambiguity o f these two
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parameters, if  one parameter were restricted, one would expect the other one to be better 
resolved. In practice, the thickness o f the HVL might be restricted based on prior 
information from a borehole log and its velocity can be restricted based on a refraction 
measurement.
4.3 Inversion with Prior Information from Refraction Measurement
Because the carbonate-cemented HVL can be present at relatively shallow depths, it 
is feasible to a use refraction measurement to determine the depth to the HVL and the 
velocities o f the upper layers and HVL. With respect to the P-wave refraction 
measurement, the result from a S-wave refraction measurement is more desirable. 
However, it is especially convenient to perform a P-wave refraction measurement when 
collecting surface wave data with multi-channel methods. The same datasets collected 
can be used for both refraction and surface wave analysis. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 
Ivanov et al. (2000a, 2000b; Ivanov 2002) used the Joint Analysis o f Surface Wave and 
Refractions (JASR) method, whereby a two-dimensional vertical Vs slice generated from 
the MASW method serves as prior information and initial model for refraction 
tomography inversion. Here, oppositely, I use the information from refraction analysis as 
prior information for the surface-wave inversion process.
To incorporate the prior information from refraction analysis for the inversion 
processing, the starting model generation technique is first refined. Except that Eq. (3.2) 
is not used to generate the layer geometry for the upper one or more layers, other 
procedures for the starting model generation are the same as specified in Chapter 3. Here, 
the upper 2-m thick layer is assumed as known from the refraction measurement for the
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starting model generation.
Using the technique presented in Chapter 3, the generated starting models for EDC 
and MDC approaches are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. It is noted that excellent fit o f the 
dispersion curves with the target was achieved at short wavelength.
Considering the uncertainty from the refraction measurement, in the SA inversion, the 
thickness and velocity o f the first layer are allowed to vary within only ± 25% o f the 
prior information from the refraction measurement. Thus, for the first layer, the SR for 
thickness was from 1.5 to 2.5 m and for velocity, 150 to 250 m/s. For the HVL, thickness 
ranged from 1 to 2 m and velocity ranged from 1000 to 2000 m/s. Thus, the range of 
depths bounding the possible HVL is from 1.5 to 4.5 m. The SR for the thickness 
corresponds to a probability o f 1 o f finding a HVL. Thus, the SR for the HVL is more 
restricted than that defined in Chapter 3. The LI inversion procedure is the same as 
specified in Chapter 3.
Resulting DD and PD from three inversion runs using the EDC/CM, MDC/PF and 
MDC/PM analyses are presented in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.7. Results from the MDC 
approach are more variable than those from the EDC approach.
Figures 4.8 to 4.10 show the results from the EDC/CM analysis. Visually, all the 
theoretical DCs fit well with the target DC except in the range o f 30 to 45 Hz where the 
target DC exhibits scatter. The Vs o f the top layer is perfectly resolved. For all runs, the 
depth o f the HVL is overestimated. The thickness o f the HVL is best resolved in this case, 
not the depth, which is opposite to the conclusion o f the sensitivity study. The Vs o f  the 
resolved HVL for the three runs are within 10% of that of the target HVL. The average 
profile fits well with the EM profile and it is interesting to note that the fit looks better
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than the EM. That is because the EM is calculated using the geometry o f the average 
profile. The EM should be more representative mathematically, while the average profile 
might be more meaningful for engineering purposes. The higher Vs o f the top layer from 
the EM is due to the contribution o f the Vs o f the HVL. With respect to the results in 
Chapter 3, the HVL is better resolved. The RM of run 3 shows poor resolution for the 
HVL despite that the HVL was resolved equally well in all runs. The CM from run 2 
shows less dependence between layers and lower standard deviation o f all layers except 
the HVL with respect to the CMs from the other two runs. However, its corresponding Vs 
profile is not noticeably better than that from the other two runs.
With respect to the results from the EDC/CM analysis observed in Chapter 3 (Figures 
3.16 and 3.17), the depth of the HVL is also overestimated and the thickness and velocity 
o f the HVL are better resolved.
Figures 4.11 to 4.14 show the results from the MDC approach. For both MDC/PF and 
MDC/PM analyses, one solution has a much smaller DD value than the other two in the 
three runs. It is noted that the depth o f the HVL is best resolved in these two runs. The 
RMs of those two solutions show the best resolution of the three runs; good resolution 
overall with relatively lower resolution for the HVL. The other four solutions all 
overestimated the Vs o f the half space and their RMs show low resolution for the half 
space. The average profiles from both MDC/PF and MDC/PM analyses fit well with the 
target. The velocity o f the HVL is better resolved from MDC/PM. All the CMs display 
relatively higher standard deviation for the HVL.
Referring to the poor results from the MDC/PF analysis observed in Chapter 3 
(Figures 3.20a and 3.21a), all three solutions are good here. This can be attributed to the
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prior information from refraction that is stricter. With respect to the results from the 
MDC/PM analysis observed in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.20b and 3.21b), the HVLs are 
equally well resolved while the Vs o f the half space tends to be overestimated here.
With respect to the outcomes for the same HVL profile with relatively less restrictive 
prior information observed in Chapter 3, the outcomes from the EDC/CM and MDC/PF 
analyses are better and the outcomes from the MDC/PM analysis are equally good. Still 
the MDC/PM analysis has the best results o f the three inversion analyses.
The HVL is better resolved for all inversion analyses. For the MDC analysis, it is 
noted that for the cases where the depth is best resolved, run 3 from the MDC/PF analysis 
and run 2 from the MDC/PM analysis, the lowest DD and PD values occur. That is to say, 
the more accurately the depth is resolved, the closer is the solution to the target profile.
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Table 4.1. Sensitivity study: layer properties of four target profiles.
RP HP TP VP
Layer
No.
Poisson's
ratio
Density
(kg/m^)
Thickness
(m)
Vs
(m/s)
Thickness
(m)
Vs
(m/s)
Thickness
(m)
Vs
(m/s)
Thickness
(m)
Vs
(m/s)
1 0.30 1700 2.0 200 2.275 200 2.00 200 2.0 200
2 0.25 2200 1.5 1500 1.5 1500 1.65 1500 1.5 1650
3 0.46 1700 4.0 400 3.725 400 3.85 400 4.0 400
Half­
space
0.46 1700 600 600 600 600
Table 4.2. Summary of the results for HVL study incorporating refraction data.
Run number EDC/CM
MDC
PF PM
DD PD DD PD DD PD
1 88 142 96 82 95 142
2 103 119 172 254 9 29
3 119 154 5 82 73 97
Avg. 124 129 75
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Figure 4.1. Four target profiles.
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Figure 4.2. Dispersion curves o f the RP in terms o f a) frequency, b) wavelength.
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Figure 4.3. Sensitivity o f wave velocity to perturbations of depth (top), thickness (middle)
and velocity (bottom) in the HVL.
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Figure 4.5. Incorporating refraction data, starting model for EDC approach: comparison
of (a) DCs and (b) Vs profiles.
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Figure 4.6. Incorporating refraction data, starting model for MDC approach: comparison
of (a) DCs and (b) Vs profiles.
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Figure 4.7. Incorporating refraction data: comparison o f (a) DD values, (b) PD values.
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Figure 4.8. Incorporating refraction data, EDC/CM: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 4.9. Incorporating refraction data, EDC/CM: Vs profile from (a) three runs (b) 
average (black dashed line is the SR for the HVL).
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Figure 4.10. Incorporating refraction data, EDC/CM: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 4.11. Incorporating refraction data: comparison of DCs for (a) MDC/PF and (b)
MDC/PM.
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Figure 4.12. Incorporating refraction data: Vs profile from three runs for (a) MDC/PF (b)
MDC/PM.
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Figure 4.13. Incorporating refraction data: average Vs profile (a) MDC/PF (b) MDC/PM.
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Figure 4.14. Incorporating refraction data: RMs and CMs from (a) MDC/PF (b)
MDC/PM.
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CHAPTER 5
FINITE DIFFERENCE SIMULATION OF M ULTI-CHANNEL/^ METHOD
5.1 Introduction
The finite-difference method can be used to simulate wave propagation in the near­
surface. This technique provides a valuable tool for understanding the characteristics o f 
Rayleigh waves in various geological settings and verifying the results from forward 
modeling. Compared to the synthetic study (Chapters 3 and 4), this process is more 
realistic. Here, E3D, which is an explicit 2D/3D elastic fmite-difference wave 
propagation code (Larsen and Schultz 1995; Larsen and Grieger 1998), is used for the 
modeling of seismic waves. The E3D code is available upon request from Dr. Shawn 
Larsen at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Heath et al. (2006) used it 
to generate synthetics to investigate the applicability o f the ReMi method. Xia et al. 
(2006) have also used the FD method to model Rayleigh wave propagation.
Here, in this chapter, the E3D code is used to generate synthetic time histories for 
both the ND and HVL profiles. The multi-channel f-p  method is applied to the time- 
history data to simulate the multi-channel measurement. The numerical f -p  image is 
compared to the result from the plane wave forward model. Data acquisition parameters, 
including the numbers o f receivers, spacing of receivers and array ranges, are 
investigated. The MDC approach is applied and the results are compared to those
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generated in the synthetic study in Chapter 3. In Chapter 6, the phase-spectral method is 
applied to the synthetic time-history data to simulate the two-channel measurement.
5.2 E3D Model and Parameter Description
The same ND and HVL model profiles presented in Chapter 3 were used as the target 
profiles. A two-dimensional grid 150 m wide and 50 m deep, with a grid spacing ) of 
0.125 m, was used. The grid dimension is selected to be sufficiently larger than the ND 
and HVL model layer geometries to minimize boundary effects. The time step {d ,)  is 
0.025 ms and the simulation lasts for 0.5 seconds. The time-step increment is determined 
to satisfy the Courant condition (c, ):
(5.1)
max
Where is the Vp in the grid. The "factor" constant is 0.606 for two-dimensional
problems and 0.494 for three-dimensional problems (Larsen and Schultz, 1995). The 
factors are calculated from the nature o f the finite-difference numerical approximation 
used by E3D. If d, is greater than c , , then the solution quickly becomes unstable. 
According to Larsen and Schultz (1995), for most applications, it is best to set d, as close 
to the Courant limit as possible. This improves the run-time, and it improves the accuracy. 
In this case, the c, is about 0.03 ms. The data were later downsampled to 1 ms sampling 
rate which is normally used in real surface wave measurement to decrease processing 
time for the f-p  method. Thus, a Nyquist frequency o f 500 Hz was maintained.
The parameters that describe the source include type, location, orientation, amplitude, 
frequency, and start-time.
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A seismic source ideally produces a single wave or wavelet. A common shape for 
testing is the Ricker wavelet (e.g., Dobrin and Savit 1988, Sheriff 2002), which is defined 
as
= (5 2)
where f y  is the central frequency in the spectrum of the wavelet.
The start time /  equals to zero.
The source force is applied downward at the center o f the grid surface. In a two- 
dimensional modeling problem, the absolute amplitude value o f the source does not have 
true physical significance, because it is a line source in three-dimensional space, which 
has no area. Changing this value would result in changing o f the results by the 
proportional amount.
Multiple wavelets can be superimposed. Here, two Ricker wavelet sources with 
central frequencies of 100 Hz and 25 Hz were used to simulate the multi-channel data 
recording. The higher central frequency, 100 Hz, is set to retain information at higher 
frequencies where higher modes are expected to appear. The lower central frequency, 25 
Hz, is set to reach greater depths o f interest. Figure 5.1 indicates the time domain and 
frequency domain representations o f the combined Ricker wavelet source.
5.3 Multi-Channel f-p  Method Simulation
The signals were “recorded” with 81 receivers at 0.5 m spacing. The time histories 
fi"om all receivers for the ND and HVL profiles are displayed in Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) 
respectively. The time history image for the ND profile is clearer and the wave train is
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more complex for the HVL profile. The complexity is due to the scattering o f seismic 
energy caused by the presence of the HVL.
The maximum frequency to avoid aliasing can be calculated using the equation below 
(Levander, 1988):
= 3 — . r**--------------------------------------------------------------------------------(5 3)df, X gnd points per wavelength 
Approximately 10 grid points per wavelength are recommended by Larsen and 
Schultz (1995) to avoid numerical dispersion. The minimum velocity is 200 m/s and the 
grid spacing is 0.125 m. Theoretically, using 10 grid points per wavelength, the 
maximum frequency avoiding aliasing should be 160 Hz. Here, the author set the cut-off 
frequency as 200 Hz which corresponds to 8 grid points per wavelength. Their f-p  images 
are exactly the same. Using the f-p  method, the p - r  and f-p  images are generated for 
the ND and HVL profiles (Figure 5.3). Both fundamental and higher modes can be 
distinguished from the f-p  images for both cases.
5.4 Effects o f Some Factors on the f-p  Image 
In this section, the effects of a real source with respect to the Ricker wavelet source 
are studied using both the ND and HVL profiles. Then, the ND profile is used to study 
the effects o f the number o f receivers and the spacing of receivers on the f-p  image.
5.4.1 Real Source Effect 
To investigate the effect o f the source, a real dataset was used instead o f the default 
Ricker wavelet. The source was a PCB instrumented sledgehammer struck upon a metal 
plate and recorded by a dynamic signal analyzer. The sampling interval is 2 ms. Figure
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5.4 indicates the real source data in time and frequency domain. The frequency band of 
the source is up to 250 Hz. To incorporate it into the E3D model, the dataset is resampled 
at 40 times the original sample rate to satisfy the Courant condition. The f-p  images o f the 
two sources for both the ND and HVL profiles are displayed in Figure 5.5. The 
discontinuity at frequency 50 Hz in the fundamental mode of the Ricker wavelet source is 
caused by the destructive interference o f the two Ricker wavelets (100 Hz and 25 Hz 
central frequencies) which yields a relatively low spectral amplitude at 50 Hz (Figure 
5.1b). For the ND profile, the first higher mode from 50 to 80 Hz (in the rectangular 
window) is clearer with real source data. For the HVL, what will be shown to be the 
fundamental mode below 40 Hz (in the rectangular window) is clearer with the Ricker 
wavelet source.
5.4.2 Effect o f Numbers and Spacing of Receivers
Seven different array setups are investigated to study the effects o f varying the 
number and spacing o f receivers on the quality o f the f-p  images with the ND profile 
(Table 5.1). Array setups A, B, C and D share the same 0.5 m spacing, but have different 
numbers o f receivers. This results in different overall array lengths. Array setups E and F 
both have 1 m spacing, and 24 and 36 receivers, respectively. Array setup G has 1.5 m 
spacing with 24 receivers.
Figure 5.6 displays the f-p  images o f these array setups. The image labeled as 
“reference” has 0.5 m spacing with all the 81 receivers and is used for comparison. For 
the array setups A, B, C and D, the quality o f images improves with increasing number o f 
receivers. The qualities o f images A through D, assigned subjectively, are designated in
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Table 5.1. The images o f array setups A and B are blurred with respect to array setups C 
and D. The same trend can be seen from the f-p  images o f array setups E and F that 
increased numbers o f receivers improves the quality o f f-p  images. The quality o f the f-p  
image for array setup G is good. Array setups F and G cover similar array lengths; though 
they have different spacing, the f-p  images o f the two array setups are o f similar quality.
The qualities o f the f-p  images are controlled by a combination o f two factors; 
number and spacing o f receivers. For the same spacing, the increasing numbers o f 
receivers improves the quality o f image. Given a fixed number o f receivers, the array 
length becomes more important. The image with wider spacing has better quality 
(compare E to A and F to B). Based on this study, for the ND profile, which has a depth 
of 7.5 m to the halfspace, the maximum acceptable spacing is 1.5 m and the minimum 
offset range is 29.5 m.
5.5 Dispersion Curve Picking
The f-p  images with all 81 receivers are used for the DC generation o f the ND and 
HVL profiles. The DC picks are performed manually. For the ND profile, the 
fimdamental mode is clear, continuous and thus relatively easy to pick. The first higher 
mode is clear except from 50 to 80 Hz, where it is blurry (Figure 5.7a). Picks are made 
only along the continuous parts above 80 Hz. For the HVL profile, the fundamental mode 
is continuous above 40 Hz, but blurred below 40 Hz so experience and knowledge is 
required to make the picks in this frequency range. The first higher mode is clear but 
discontinuous or blurred from 50 to 80 Hz (Figure 5.8a). Again, picks are also made only 
along the continuous parts above 80 Hz.
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Based on the picks, a cubic spline data interpolation method is applied to increase the 
number o f points (total number o f points less than 100) and smooth the curve (Lancaster 
and Salkauskas 1986). Figure 5.7 displays three f-p  images for the ND profile: a) f-p  
image alone, b) superposed with picks for the first two mode DCs, and c) superposed 
with the solutions o f the first two mode DCs presented in Chapter 3. Figure 5.8 displays 
the corresponding//? images for the HVL profile. For both the ND and HVL profiles, the 
solutions fit well with the f-p  images. However, as shown in Figure 5.8 (c), for the HVL 
profile, the solutions o f the first two modes nearly cross at 40 Hz. This illustrates the 
difficulty in making the accurate DC picks. The difficulty in identification o f modes in 
DC panels has been reported by many researchers (e.g., Wathelet 2005). Zhang and Chan 
(2003) used a synthetic dataset to illustrate that incorrect or inaccurate DC identification 
would have a dramatic influence on the final results and usually produce misleading 
results. Dal Moro et al. (2006) used numerical simulation to demonstrate that reflection 
events and their multiples could be misinterpreted as higher-mode DCs because o f their 
similarity. They suggest using synthetic data analysis to guide the DC interpretation o f 
field data.
Figure 5.9 indicates three DCs for the ND profile: 1) manually picked DCs, 2) cubic 
spline fit o f picked DCs and 3) theoretical DCs from the plane-wave forward model. For 
the fundamental mode DC, the DCs from (1) and (2) match well with that from (3). For 
the first higher mode DC, the DCs from (1) and (2) match well with that from (3) but do 
not include the frequencies below 80 Hz because picks were only made along the 
continuous part. The same comparison o f DCs can be made for the HVL profile (Figure 
5.10). The DCs from (1) and (2) have lower velocities from 30 to 40 Hz compared to the
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solution from the plane-wave forward model. This is due to the extreme difficulty in 
identifying the fundamental mode below frequency 40 Hz.
5.6 Inversion and Interpretation
Using the technique described in Chapter 3, the MDC/PF and MDC/PM analyses are 
applied for both the ND and HVL profiles. The parameter settings are the same as those 
presented in Chapter 3.
5.6.1 Results for the ND profile
The resulting DD and PD from three inversion runs for the ND profile using the 
MDC/PF and MDC/PM analyses are presented in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.11. Results 
among the three runs were consistent.
Figures 5.12 to 5.15 show the results. All the theoretical DCs fit the target well. All 
the six inverted profiles and the average profiles are nearly identical. Except for the first 
layer, the Vs o f other layers are about 10% higher compared to the target. All the RMs 
display nearly perfect resolution and CMs show little dependence between layers with a 
higher standard deviation for the halfspace.
With respect to the results from MDC approach observed in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.11 
to 3.14), the solutions are equally good here.
5.6.2 Results for the HVL Profile
Resulting DD and PD from three inversion runs for the HVL profile using the 
MDC/PF and MDC/PM analyses are presented in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.16. The PD
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from the MDC/PF analysis are consistently lower than those from the MDC/PM analysis. 
The DD are similar except for one value from the MDC/PF analysis, which is much 
greater.
Figures 5.17 to 5.20 show the results. The theoretical DCs fit well with the target DC. 
For the MDC/PF analysis, the same trend that occurred with this analysis for the HVL 
profile in Chapter 3 happened here: the solution with the greatest DD and PD corresponds 
to one in which the HVL was not located yet its RM showed misleading perfect 
resolution.
For the MDC/PM analysis, all three runs yield a profile that contains a HVL. 
However, the thickness and depth o f the HVL are not as well resolved as the solutions o f 
runs 1 and 3 from the MDC/PF analysis. The RMs display good resolution with relatively 
lower resolutions for the HVL and the CMs display relatively higher standard deviations 
for the HVL. With respect to the results from the MDC/PM analysis observed in Chapter 
3 (Figures 3.20b and 3.21b), the HVL is not as well as resolved.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, an alternative averaging method is applied to the Fs 
profiles from the MDC/PM analysis. Figure 5.21 indicates the comparison of the final 
average profiles from the two methods to the target. The second method, in which the 
background profile and the HVL are averaged separately, overestimates the Fs at depths
3.5 to 7.5 m. This happens because some layers (the third layer in runs 1 and 2) belonging 
to the background profile have high velocities. The theoretical DCs from the two average 
profiles are compared to the target DC in Figure 5.22. They both show higher velocities 
than the target DC at frequencies above 120 Hz for the first higher mode. The second 
averaging method has the higher DD value.
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5.7 Discussion
An accurate DC is essential to determine the Vs profile. For the ND profile, due to the 
match between the picked fundamental mode DC and the solution from the plane-wave 
forward model, the outcomes from the MDC/PF analysis are as good as those observed in 
Chapter 3. Furthermore, due to the dominance o f the fundamental mode in this case, the 
outcomes from the MDC/PM analysis are almost identical to those from the MDC/PF 
analysis despite that the first-higher mode is part o f the solution from the plane-wave 
forward model.
For the HVL, the outcomes from the MDC/PF analysis have the same trend as those 
observed in Chapter 3. However, it is important to note that the determination o f the 
fundamental mode DC below 40 Hz is extremely difficult. For the MDC/PM analysis, the 
HVL is not resolved as well as that observed in Chapter 3, because the first-higher mode 
is not complete. This emphasizes the necessity o f a continuous and complete first higher 
mode to significantly improve the outcomes. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to 
completely identify the first higher mode.
In this chapter, the FD simulation demonstrated the difficulty in DC interpretation 
from the f-p  image even for perfect site conditions, especially for the HVL profile. In 
practice, many factors (e.g., traffic, wind) may decrease the resolution o f the f-p  image, 
making the accurate DC interpretation even more difficult. Thus, the method o f 
improving the results by incorporating the first higher mode in the inversion may not be 
dependable for real datasets.
Recall in Chapter 3, it was mentioned that the weight for the mode should be 
proportional to its energy participation. Here, the amplitude o f the point shown in the f-p
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image can be interpreted as its energy participation. Assignment o f weights for the mode 
that are proportional to the amplitude is a promising way to reduce the subjectivity in the 
data analyses and might be able to improve results.
The FD simulation proved to be a powerful tool to simulate surface wave 
measurement for different profiles. Here, the factor o f attenuation is not considered in the 
cases studied. Its effect should be considered in the future research. In addition, to better 
simulate the field conditions, random noise should be added to the surface response 
recorded by the receivers.
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Table 5.1. Parameters o f seven different array setups.
Array
setup
Spacing (m)
Number of 
receivers
Offset range 
(m)
Image quality
A 0.5 24 1-12.5 Poor
B 0.5 36 1-18.5 Poor
C 0.5 48 1-24.5 Fair
D 0.5 60 1-30.5 Good
E 1.0 24 1-24.0 Fair
F 1.0 36 1-36.0 Good
G 1.5 24 1-35.5 Good
Table 5.2. Summary o f the results for the ND profile with DCs from FD simulation of
multi-channel f-p  method.
Run number MDC/PF MDC/PM
DD PD DD PD
1 31 33 33 33
2 31 33 32 33
3 31 33 32 33
Avg. 33 33
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Table 5.3. Summary o f the results for the HVL profile with DCs from FD simulation of
multi-channel f-p  method.
Run number MDC/PF MDC/PM
DD PD DD PD
1 37 60 43 136
2 71 98 43 151
3 27 66 33 157
Avg. 113 120
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Figure 5.1. Ricker wavelet source with 100 & 25 Hz central frequencies: (a) time- and
(b) frequency- domain representations.
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Figure 5.2. Synthetic time histories for 81 receivers, 0.5 m spacing with superposed 25 & 
100 Hz Ricker wavelet sources for (a) ND and (b) HVL profiles.
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Figure 5.3. Offset-time, p - r  and f-p  images o f the (a) ND and (b) HVL profiles.
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Figure 5.4. Real source time and frequency domain.
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Figure 5.5. Source effect on the f-p  images: (a) superposed 25 & 100 Hz Ricker wavelet 
sources; (b) real source for the ND (top) and HVL profiles (bottom).
(See text for discussion of highlighted areas)
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Figure 5.6. Effects of numbers o f receivers and spacing o f receivers on f-p  images.
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Figure 5.7. ND profile: (a) f-p  image alone, (b) superposed with picks o f the first two 
modes and (c) superposed with the solution from plane wave forward model (black: 
fundamental mode; red: first higher mode).
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Figure 5.8. HVL profile: (a) f-p  image alone, (b) superposed with picks o f the first two 
modes and (c) superposed with the solution from plane wave forward model (black: 
fundamental mode; red: first higher mode).
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Figure 5.9. FD study, ND profile: comparison of DCs from picked modes, cubic spline fit 
o f picked modes and solution from plane wave forward model.
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Figure 5.10. FD study, HVL profile: comparison of DCs from picked modes, cubic 
spline fit of picked modes and solution from plane wave forward model.
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Figure 5.11. FD study, ND profile, MDC approach: comparison of (a) DD values, (b)
PD values.
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Figure 5.12. FD study, ND profile, MDC approach: comparison o f DCs for (a) MDC/PF,
(b) MDC/PM.
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Figure 5.13. FD study, ND profile,MDC approach: profiles from three runs for (a)
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Figure 5.14. FD study, ND profile, MDC approach: average F5  profiles.
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Figure 5.15. FD study, ND profile, MDC approach: RMs and CMs from (a) MDC/PF, (b)
MDC/PM.
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Figure 5.16. FD study, HVL profile, MDC approach: comparison o f (a) DD values, (b)
PD values.
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Figure 5.17. FD study, HVL profile, MDC approach: comparison o f DCs from (a)
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Figure 5.18. FD study, HVL profile, MDC approach: Fy profiles from three runs
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Figure 5.19. FD study, HVL profile, MDC approach: average profiles from (a) MDC/PF,
(b) MDC/PM.
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Figure 5.20. FD study, HVL profile, MDC approach: RMs and CMs from
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CHAPTER 6
FINITE-DIFFERENCE SIMULATION OF TWO-CHANNEL PHASE SPECTRAL
METHOD
6.1 Introduction
As in Chapter 5, the E3D code is used to generate synthetic time histories for both an 
ND and a HVL profile. In this chapter, the traditional two-channel phase spectral method 
is applied to the time-history data to simulate the two-ehannel measurement. Since the 
cylindrical wave forward model is the appropriate forward model for the two-ehannel 
phase spectral method, a three-dimensional model is used here instead o f the two- 
dimensional model used in Chapter 5. The numerical result is compared to the solutions 
from both the cylindrical forward model and fundamental-mode DC of the plane-wave 
forward model. The EDC approach is then applied and the results are discussed.
6.2 E3D Model and Parameter Description 
Two synthetic profiles, ND (Table 6.1) and HVL (Table 6.2), are modified from those 
used in Chapter 3. The changes are highlighted in the tables. The layer geometries remain 
the same, but the water table is not considered. This is because when the water table is 
introduced to the three-dimensional model, the resulting high ratio o f
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VpIVs causes the program to fail. However, this is not a problem for two-dimensional 
models.
A three-dimensional grid 150 m wide, 150 m long and 50 m deep was used. A two- 
dimensional simulation takes several minutes hut a three-dimensional simulation may 
take months. To save simulation time and to satisfy the Courant condition (Eq. 5.1), 
which is stricter for three-dimensional models, the Vs o f the HVL is decreased from 1500 
to 1000 m/s. The grid spacing (d^ )  and the time step (d ,)  are increased to 0.25 m and
0.05 ms respectively. As used in Chapter 5, a Ricker wavelet source is applied in the 
downward direction on the surface at the center o f the grid and the simulation lasts for 
0.5 seconds. This three-dimensional model takes about 6 hours to run.
As we know, the two-ehannel surface wave measurement is performed with different 
receiver spaeings. Different sources (e.g., hammer, drop weight) are used to produce 
signals with different frequency components and normally more than one source is 
necessary for a measurement. Thus, a Ricker wavelet with different central frequencies 
might he required to simulate a two-ehannel surface wave measurement. Since the depth 
to the halfspaee for the ND and HVL profiles is 7.5 m, four spaeings are simulated: 2, 4, 
8 and 16 m. Various central frequencies were tested. The rationale behind the selection 
o f the proper corresponding central frequency for each spacing was that the frequency 
response for a longer spacing is lower than that from a shorter spacing. Table 6.3 shows 
the spaeings and corresponding central frequencies for the ND and HVL profiles. For the 
8-m spacing, a much lower central frequency is needed for the HVL profile to yield a 
useful outcome compared to the ND profile. This suggests that the HVL is reached at the 
8 m spacing and that the energy dissipation is faster for the HVL profile.
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6.3 Two-Channel Phase Spectral Method Simulation
The time histories and the development o f the DC for the ND and HVL profiles are 
included in Appendix B. The maximum frequency needed to avoid aliasing is about 80 
Hz, given 10 grid points per wavelength (Eq. 5.3). Here, the author set the cut-off 
frequency as 100 Hz. This corresponds to 8 grid points per wavelength. Figures 6.1 to 6.3 
show the results from the two-ehannel phase spectral method simulation for the ND 
profile. Results include the phase o f the cross power spectrum for each spacing (Figure 
6.1), a composite DC (Figure 6.2) and the comparison of the three DCs (Figure 6.3). The 
three DCs are from E3D simulation, cylindrieal-wave forward model and fundamental­
mode of plane-wave forward model. The three DCs match well above 40 Hz. Several 
phenomena are observed below 40 Hz: 1) the DC from the cylindrical-wave model has 
the highest velocities; 2) the DC from E3D simulation has scatter while the other two 
DCs are smooth; and 3) the DC from E3D simulation is closer to the DC o f the 
fundamental mode from the plane-wave forward model than to that o f the eylindrical- 
wave forward model.
Figures 6.4 to 6.6 show the corresponding results for the HVL profile. The DCs from 
E3D simulation and cylindrical-wave forward model agree well and both display a kink 
from 30 to 45 Hz. No kink is displayed in the fundamental-mode DC. This difference 
between DCs is attributed to the significant energy partitioning to higher modes induced 
hy the presence o f the HVL. It is also noted that the difference is concentrated in a 
narrow frequency band with few data points as was observed in Chapter 3.
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6.4 Inversion and Interpretation
6.4.1 Results for the ND Profile
As in Chapter 3, no prior information is considered for the ND profile. The resulting 
DD and PD values from the EDC/CM analysis are presented in Tahle 6.4 and Figure 6.7. 
Two runs have the same DD and PD. The third one has a higher DD, but a significantly 
lower PD.
Figures 6 . 8  to 6.10 show the results from the EDC/CM analysis. The first layer fits 
the target for all the runs. Runs 1 and 2 have virtually identical results and they 
underestimate the Vs o f all layers except the first layer. Their RMs display perfect 
resolution and CMs show little interdependence between layers with a higher standard 
deviation for the half space. Run 3, the one with a higher DD, underestimates the Vs o f 
the second layer and overestimates the Vs of the halfspaee. Its RM displays relatively 
lower resolution for the halfspaee, and its CM shows more dependence between the 
halfspaee and the second and third layers with respect to the CMs from the other two runs. 
The significantly lower PD value is due to the better fit for the Vs o f the third layer. The 
average F5  profile underestimates the Vs o f the second and third layers.
The underestimation o f the Vs at most depths in most runs is due to the difference 
between the target DC and the theoretical DC generated from the forward model that is 
used in the inversion. Here, the target DC is from the E3D simulation while the 
theoretical DC is generated from the cylindrical-wave forward model. As shown in 
Figure 6.3, the DC from E3D simulation has lower velocities than those o f the cylindrical 
wave model helow 40 Hz. The cause o f the difference between DCs requires more 
investigation.
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6.4.2 Results for the HVL Profile
For the HVL profile, prior information is provided for the HVL. The parameter 
settings for the HVL are the same as those presented in Chapter 3 except that the SR for 
Fs is set from 750 to 1500 m/s.
The EDC/CM analysis is applied. Additionally, inversion of the EDC with 
fundamental mode DC from plane wave model (EDC/PF) is also considered, because the 
difference between the DC from the E3D simulation and the fundamental mode DC 
concentrates in a narrow frequency band with a few data points.
The resulting DD and PD are presented in Table 6.5 and Figure 6.11. The DD of all 
runs are close. The PD from the EDC/CM analysis are approximately half to one-third 
that from the EDC/PF analysis.
Figures 6.12 to 6.14 show the results from the EDC/CM analysis. Even though only 
one run (run 1) yields a profile that contains a HVL, all the theoretical DCs fit well with 
the target DC. The sole resolved HVL is extremely thin compared to the target HVL and 
its RM shows poor resolution for this HVL and the layers above and underneath. The 
three inverted profiles and the average profile match well with the background profile but 
not for the HVL. The Vs profiles from runs 2 and 3 are similar except that the Vs from run 
2 is about 10% lower for the fourth layer. However, their RMs show obvious different 
resolutions which is misleading.
Figures 6.15 to 6.17 show the results from the EDC/PF analysis. It is noted that the 
data spacing for theoretical and target DCs do not match. The reason is that the 
theoretical DC in this case is calculated with equal spacing in wavelength (on a 
logarithmic scale) but plotted by frequency. All three runs yield a profile that contains a
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HVL: the second layer. O f the parameters describing the HVL, the depth is best resolved. 
This agrees with the finding from the sensitivity study presented in Chapter 4. The 
velocity and thickness are both overestimated. Due to the overestimation o f the HVL, the 
PD from the three inverted profiles and average profile are greater those from the 
EDC/CM analysis. Despite the HVL being well resolved, all the RMs show poor 
resolution.
Surprisingly, none of the runs from the EDC/CM analysis resolved the HVL while all 
three runs from the EDC/PF analysis resolved the HVL. To investigate the cause, four 
DCs are plotted and displayed in Figure 6.18: 1) fundamental mode DC for the ND 
profile, 2) fimdamental mode DC for the HVL profile, 3) DC from cylindrical wave 
forward model for the HVL profile and 4) DC from the E3D simulation o f the HVL 
profile.
The three DCs for the HVL profile, including the fimdamental mode DC, all diverge 
from the fundamental-mode DC for the ND profile below 50 Hz. This difference is 
induced by the presence o f the HVL. That means the shape o f the fimdamental-mode DC 
also carries the signature o f the HVL. This makes it possible to use the EDC/PF analysis 
to resolve the HVL.
In theory, the cylindrical-wave forward model is the proper model for the EDC 
approach. The FD simulation also illustrated that the DCs from the E3D simulation and 
the solution o f the cylindrical-wave forward model match well and both display a kink. 
Unfortunately, the EDC/CM analysis failed to resolve the HVL. The reason might be that 
the kink’s limited number o f data points over a narrow frequency band makes it difficult 
for the inversion to capture the correct information. Or it can be put another way. The
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failure occurs because the influence o f the HVL is not enough to make the EDC 
distinguishable from the fundamental-mode DC. This deficiency may be due to its 
thinness, and/or depth o f embedment, and/or lower velocity contrast. Recall that the 
velocity o f the HVL in this case is 1000 m/s instead o f the 1500 m/s used in previous 
chapters. The reduced velocity contrast could contribute to the failure.
To improve the ability o f the EDC/CM analysis to resolve the HVL, one possible 
solution is to emphasize the difference between 30 and 45 Hz by assigning heavier 
weights to the points in the DC over the range where the kink occurs. However, in 
practice, the difference between the EDC and fundamental-mode DC may be 
overshadowed by many factors as mentioned in Chapter 5. This will make it still more 
difficult for the EDC/CM analysis to capture the key information for real datasets.
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Table 6.1. Layer properties of the ND profile for the three-dimensional model. 
(Differences with respect to the profile tested in Chapter 3 are highlighted.)
Layer
number
Thickness
(m)
Vp (m/s) Vs (m/s)
Poisson’s 
ratio
Density
(kg/m^)
1 2 . 0 374 2 0 0 0.3 1700
2 5.5 748 400 0.3 1700
Half-space 1122 600 0.3 1700
Table 6.2. Layer properties o f the HVL profile for the three-dimensional model. 
(Differences with respect to the profile tested in Chapter 3 are highlighted.)
Layer
number
Thickness
(m)
Vp (m/s) Vs (m/s)
Poisson’s 
ratio
Density
(kg/m^)
1 2 . 0 374 2 0 0 0.30 1700
2 1.5 1732 1000 0.25 2 2 0 0
3 4.0 748 400 0.30 1700
Half-space 1122 600 0.30 1700
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Table 6.3. Spacings and corresponding central frequencies o f Ricker wavelet
for the ND and HVL profiles.
ND profile HVL profile
Spacings (m) Central frequency (Hz) Central frequency (Hz)
2 1 0 0 1 0 0
4 1 0 0 1 0 0
8 1 0 0 1 0
16 1 0 1 0
Table 6.4. Summary of results for the ND profiles from FD simulation o f two-channel
phase spectral method.
Run number DD PD
1 28 63
2 28 63
3 32 39
Avg. 55
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Table 6.5. Summary o f results for the HVL profiles from FD simulation o f two-channel
phase spectral method.
EDC/CM EDC/PF
Run number DD PD DD PD
1 35 71 31 155
2 38 8 6 36 184
3 38 67 36 187
Avg. 92 165
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
60 80 100 120 140 160 180 2000 20 40
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 6.1. ND profile: Phase o f the cross power spectrum of each spacing (2, 4, 8
and 16 m from top to bottom).
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Figure 6.2. ND profile: Composite DC.
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Figure 6.3. ND profile: comparison o f DCs from E3D simulation.
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Figure 6.4. HVL profile: phase o f the cross power spectrum of each spacing (2 ,4 , 8  and
16 m from top to bottom).
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Figure 6.5. HVL profile: composite DC.
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Figure 6 .6 . HVL profile: eomparison o f DCs from E3D simulation.
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Figure 6.7. FD study, ND profile, EDC/CM: eomparison of (a) DD values, (b) PD values.
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Figure 6 .8 . FD study, ND profile, EDC/CM: comparison o f DCs.
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Figure 6.9. FD study, ND profile, EDC/CM: Fs profile fi-om (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 6.10. FD study, ND profile, EDC/CM: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 6.11. FD study, HVL profile, EDC: Comparison of (a) DD values, (b) PD values.
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Figure 6.12. FD study, HVL profile, EDC/CM: comparison o f DCs.
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Figure 6.13. FD study, HVL profile, EDC/CM: profile from (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 6.14. FD study, HVL profile, EDC/CM: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 6.15. FD study, HVL profile, EDC/PF: comparison o f DCs.
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Figure 6.16. FD study, HVL profile, EDC/PF: Vs profile from (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 6.17. FD study, HVL profile, EDC/PF : RMs and CMs.
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Figure 6.18. Comparison o f four DCs.
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
7.1 Introduction
Different surveys have been performed at the UNLV EGTS to measure the seismic 
wave velocities. Among those, the measurements that are discussed here include a 30-m 
deep downhole measurement, a Vp refraction measurement, a SASW measurement and 
two MASW measurements.
The new approaches are applied to the SASW and MASW measurements. The 
resulting Vs profiles are compared to the borehole log and Vs profile from the downhole 
measurement, which serves as the reference profile. The outer bounds o f the three 
solutions are presented to illustrate credible ranges (Luke and Calderon-Macias in press). 
Based on the Vs profile from the downhole measurement and the borehole lithologie log, 
two anomalous layers are identified. One is a HVL located at depths 2 to 4 m and the 
other is a LYL located at depths 12 to 15 m. The Vs profiles from the new approaches are 
compared to two factors: 1) ability to resolve the HVL and LVL; and 2) average Vsso- The 
Vs3o, which is the average shear wave velocity in the top 30 m (100 ft), is used in the U. S. 
National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP) provisions and the 
International Building Code to assign site classification for earthquake engineering 
design. It is computed by arithmetic averaging of slownesses (IBC 2003):
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S A
'̂.3. = ^  (7.1)
S u
Where n is the number o f layers and and are the thickness and velocity 
respectively o f the layer over the upper 30 m.
7.2 Study Site
The EGTS is located on the campus o f University o f Nevada, Las Vegas, south o f the 
Engineering Building (Figure 7.1). The site is a grassy, level field, which was chosen as 
the location to test different surface-based and intrusive seismic and other geophysical 
methods.
Three boreholes, B-1, B-2 and B-3, were drilled in a line by Western 
Technologies, Inc., in 1997. They are 10 m deep with 4.5 m center-to-center spacing. A 
30 m deep borehole, B-4, was drilled by Kleinfelder, Inc., in 2004. Two already- 
backfilled boreholes, A-1 and A-2, were 7 m deep and drilled by Western Technologies, 
Inc., in 1996. The maximum distance between the boreholes is about 18 m. The 
borehole logs reveal that the subsurface at the EGTS comprises stiff cemented layers 
interspersed among much softer clays and sands. The cemented layers were encountered 
in all borehole logs at depths varying from about 2 to 4.5 m. No significant lateral 
variations were observed. The groundwater table encountered in these boreholes ranged 
from 2.4 m to 4.0 m. This difference may be due to periodic groundwater fluctuation. 
Detailed borehole logs are available at the Engineering Geophysics Laboratory website, 
http://www.ce.unlv.edu/egl/test-site/boringlogs/.
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The survey locations are marked on Figure 7.2. The downhole measurement was 
conducted using borehole B-4. This hole was advanced using a hollow-stem auger and 
cased with 4-inch PVC pipe. The refraction array was laid out with a north-south 
orientation, parallel to the alignment o f the three boreholes, B-1, B-2 and B-3, with the 
center point located 3 m west o f borehole B-2. Due to space limitations, the SASW and 
MASW measurements were performed at the boundary along the south edge o f the EGTS 
in an east-west orientation.
7.3 Seismic Downhole Measurement
7.3.1 Data Acquisition 
For the downhole measurement, the P-wave vibrations were generated by vertical 
sledgehammer blows to a metal plate (20 x 20 x 1.2 cm), while S-wave vibrations were 
generated by horizontal hammer blows to both ends o f a wooden beam (2.4 m x 18.5 cm 
X 8 cm) with steel end caps, held in place by the weight o f a vehicle (Figure 7.3). The 
vehicle is used to achieve good coupling in that transmission o f shear wave energy 
increases with increasing coupling stress (Areias et al. 1999). A vehicle is commonly 
used to apply the normal stress. The tires o f the vehicle decouple the load from the beam 
in such a way as to limit the undesirable transmission of shear wave energy to the vehicle. 
The wooden beam was aligned with magnetic north. The P- and S-wave sources were 
offset 2 m from the borehole. The hammer has an impact sensor that is attached to the 
handle near the head. The sensor triggers the recording process upon impact with the 
plate or beam. Two 4.5 Hz geophones, one vertical and the other horizontal, were placed 
on the surface, close to the P- and S-wave sources respectively (Figure 7.4). In fact, 40
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Hz geophones would be preferred, but the proper type was not available at that time. A 
three-component, wall-locking geophone package containing 10-Hz geophones, 
manufactured by Geostuff, was clamped to the borehole casing and lowered to different 
depths. This geophone package includes a fluxgate compass and servo mechanism which 
automatically orients the radial geophone to magnetic north. Thus, the radial geophone 
stays aligned with the S-wave source at each measurement point (Grice 2002).
The water table, according to the log for borehole B-4, is at a depth o f 4 m. The water 
inside the casing was bailed out prior to performing the measurement to combat the 
interference o f tube waves (Grice 2002). The downhole measurement was performed by 
B. Luke, H. Murvosh, Q. Su and the author on July 15, 2006. The measurements were 
made every 0.5 m in depth from 0.5 to 20 m and every 1 m from 21 to 29 m. Thus, a 
total o f 49 depths were measured. Data were recorded using a Geometries Geode 
seismograph with a sampling rate o f 0.0625 ms; that is fast enough to capture a Fs as high 
as 4000 m/s.
7.3.2 Data Analysis
For each measurement, the travel time is the difference between the first arrivals for 
the in-hole geophone and the geophone at the surface. All the downhole data are 
presented in Appendix G. This includes the raw data records o f P- and S-waves after 
adjustment for inconsistent triggering, superposed with picks. The picks were made by 
the author. In general, the quality o f the P-wave data was good to excellent at all depths. 
It was relatively easy to pick the first arrivals. For the S-wave data, the picks were 
consistently made before the first peak/trough. The picks were reasonably clear at
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shallow depths. The picks below 12 m are suspect due to the increased ambiguity with 
depth.
Polarity reversals were noted at some depths. Reversals are not due to the equipment 
in this case. Also they are not due to the heterogeneities of the site because no significant 
lateral variations were observed from all the boring logs. Possible reasons might be 
grouting and aging o f the borehole. The annulus o f the borehole was grouted with cement 
from bottom to (-10) fi and the remainder was backfilled with pure bentonite to surface, 
which is improper. In addition, the downhole measurement was performed about two 
years after the borehole was drilled.
The times were corrected for the horizontal offset, h, from source to borehole using 
the following equation:
where is the measured travel time from the offset source to depth z and
is the time for the energy to travel from the top o f the borehole to depth z.
Analysis o f the P- and S-wave first arrival picks was performed using two techniques. 
One is the direct method (Kim et al. 2004) and the other is the ray-path method (Boore 
2003).
1) Direct method
Figure 7.5 indicates the plots o f versus depth for both P- and S-waves. They 
are interpreted into major straight-line segments by curve fitting. The slope o f the fitting 
line segment represents the wave velocity in the covered depths. As shown in Figure 7.5, 
four layers are identified from the P-wave data and six layers are identified from the S-
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wave data. The Poisson’s ratio is within reasonable range (0 to 0.5). The value is above 
0.4 below 5.5 m depth. This agrees with the finding that the water table is at 4 m depth 
from the borehole log because the value of Poisson’s ratio should be close to 0.5 for soft 
saturated soil. One LVL is detected from S-wave data at depths 12 to 14.5 m. Comparing 
to the borehole log, the location fits well with a clayey silt layer.
2) Ray-path method
It is important to note that the arrival times for several data points are earlier than 
those just underneath them (Figure 7.5). This is most likely due to the energy following a 
refracted ray path instead o f the straight ray path assumed in the direct method. In the 
ray-path method, it is assumed that the wave propagates along the refracted ray path 
based on Snell’s Law (e.g., Boore 2003). Thus, it is more accurate than the direct method. 
This method is coded in R by Eric M. Thompson at Tufts University and the code is 
available online at http://www.tufts.edu/~ethomp04/. The R is an open source language 
available online at http://www.r-project.org/. Figure 7.6 indicates the Vp, Vs and 
Poisson’s ratio from this method. The Poisson’s ratio is again within reasonable range. 
The value is above 0.4 below 5.5 m, which agrees with the outcome from the direct 
method. According to the Vs profile, two anomalous layers are detected. In addition to the 
LVL, which is also detected at depths 12 to 14.5 m, an HVL is detected at depths 2 to 5.5 
m. From the borehole log, two cemented layers, one with cemented sand and gravel and 
the other logged as caliche, are located at depths 2.3 to 4 m. The depth o f the HVL from 
the ray-path method is close to that from the borehole log hut its thickness is greater. 
Thus, the Vs profile from the ray-path method serves as reference profile for the
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following surface wave measurements.
The comparison o f the outcome from the two methods is displayed in Figure 7.7. For 
most depths, the Vp from the ray-path method is 10% greater than that from the direct 
method. A decrease in Vp is noted from the ray-path method at the corresponding LVL 
location. The Vs profiles from the two methods match well except that the HVL is not 
detected by the direct method. Even though a LVL is identified from both methods, the 
existence of this layer is suspect due to the ambiguity of picks below 12 m.
7.4 P-wave refraction measurement
Because P-wave refraction and MASW measurement have the same data acquisition 
methods, it is convenient to collect them at one time. But the two measurements 
presented here were not collected at the same time or with the same array. However, they 
are measured at close locations. Thus, the information from refraction can still be used to 
guide the inversion o f surface wave measurement as mentioned in Chapter 4. The P-wave 
refraction measurement was performed by B. Luke, M. Tecle and R. Stone on March 30, 
2002. Twelve, 40 Hz geophones with 1 m spacing were used. Data were recorded using a 
seismograph with 0.25 ms sampling rate. The source was positioned at 1 m distance from 
the first geophone. Both forward and reverse measurements were performed. For each 
direction, records o f single hits and multi-hit stacks were stored. The forward stacked 
measurement has the clearest waveform and thus was used for the analyses. The picks 
were made using the software Tomtime (http://www.giscogeo.com/pages/seixgott.htmll. 
The raw data with picks are presented in Appendix D. The refraction analysis was 
performed using the program Plotrefa from Geometries. The result is shown in Figure 7.8.
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The Vp from refraction is compared to the results from downhole measurements in Figure 
7.7. The Vp o f the top layer is 24% higher than that from the direct method o f downhole 
measurement. The Vp o f the second layer is close to that from the ray-path interpretation 
o f the downhole measurement. The thickness o f the first layer varies between 2.1 m and 
2.3 m along the test line. This small lateral variation is assumed to have an insignificant 
effect on the surface wave measurement. The depth to the second layer is in good 
agreement with the location of the cemented layers from the borehole logs.
7.5 SASW measurement
7.5.1 Data Acquisition 
The SASW data were collected by Y. Liu, B. Luke and J. Gilbert o f Utah State 
University on July 26, 2003. Three 1-Hz vertical geophones and a 4-channel signal 
analyzer were used. For short spacings, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 m, a hammer was used to excite 
the wave energy. For long spacings, 10, 20, 40 and 80 m, a 2040-kg drop-weight 
developed by Dr. James Bay at Utah State University was used. The detailed geometry 
and procedures for this measurement and DC generation are provided by Liu (2006). The 
DCs generated from all receiver spacings, superposed with the composite DC are shown 
in Figure 7.9.
7.5.2 Inversion
Prior information for the FIVL that can be extracted from two sources, borehole log 
and refraction measurement, is considered. A summary of the prior information settings 
from the borehole log and refraction data is provided in Table 7.1. Based on the borehole
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log, the HVL is at 2.3 m depth and is 1.7 m thick. Thus, the depth o f the possible HVL 
ranges from 1 to 5 m and the thickness ranges from (-0.5) m to 2 m. The SR for 
thickness corresponds to a probability o f 0.8 o f finding a HVL. The SR for Vs ranges 
from 1000 to 2000 m/s.
Based on the P-wave refraction measurement, the thickness o f the top layer is about 2 
m and the Vp o f  the top and second layers are 400 and 1900 m/s respectively. If  Poisson’s 
ratio is assumed to be 0.3, the corresponding Vs is 210 and 1020 m/s. As in Chapter 4, the 
thickness and velocity o f the top layer are searched within ranges set to correspond with 
the refraction measurement. For the top layer, thickness ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 m and Vs 
ranged from 150 to 250 m/s. For the starting model generation, the thickness o f the top 
layer is fixed at 2 m. For the HVL, Vs ranged from 900 to 1500 m/s. Since the thickness 
o f the cemented layer is normally from 1 to 2 m, the thickness range is set from 1 to 2 m. 
The SR for the thickness corresponds to a probability o f 1 of finding a HVL. The range of 
depths bounding the possible HVL is from 1.5 to 4.5 m.
It is important to note that the thickness o f the HVL based on prior information from 
both borehole log and refraction are thinner with respect to the reference profile. Thus, 
the thickness o f the HVL will be underestimated from inversion analyses with respect to 
the reference profile.
As illustrated in Chapter 6, for the SASW measurement, inversions with both 
cylindrical-wave forward model (EDC/CM) and fimdamental-mode plane-wave forward 
model (EDC/PF) are performed. The EDC/CM analysis is also performed without prior 
information to test whether the inversion analysis can detect the HVL without prior 
information.
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Thus, according to the description ahove, five inversion analyses with the EDC 
approach are considered: a) EDC/CM analysis vnth no prior information (EDC/CM/NPI); 
b) EDC/CM analysis with prior information from borehole log (EDC/CM/BL); c) 
EDC/PF analysis with prior information firom borehole log (EDC/PF/BL); d) EDC/CM 
analysis with prior information firom refraction measurement (EDC/CM/R); and e) 
EDC/PF analysis with prior information from refraction measurement (EDC/PF/R). For 
each analysis, three SA-LI runs are performed.
Figure 7.10 indicates the DD from the five inversion analyses. The EDC/PF/BL 
analysis has the lowest DD for all runs. The DD fi-om the EDC/CM/BL analysis and the 
EDC/CM/NPI analysis are intermediate. The inversion analyses with prior information 
firom refraction have greater DD values than the rest.
Figures 7.11 to 7.25 show the results fi-om all the inversion analyses, following the 
same format used in previous chapters. It is important to note that the LVL is beyond the 
lower boundary o f the SR. Thus, it is not possible for the inversion o f SA to resolve it. 
However, as we know that LI is an unconstrained method, it is still possible for the SA-LI 
analysis to get the correct solution, if  layer geometry permits. Overall, the resulting Vs 
profiles follow the trend o f the reference profile. None o f the inversion analyses resolved 
the LVL. However, a velocity decrease, with larger velocity and thickness, is identified at 
the depth o f the LVL by the EDC/PF/BL and EDC/PF/R analyses.
Without prior information, the EDC/CM analysis does not resolve the HVL. The 
theoretical DCs fi-om inversions with prior information from refi-action fit the target DC 
poorly above 100 Hz (Figures 7.20 and 7.23). This mismatch induced greater DD values 
than the rest. The cause o f the mismatch is that only a single layer is assumed above the
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HVL based on the prior information from refraction. The constant velocity o f the single 
layer forces the theoretical DC to have a constant value above 100 Hz.
For the inversion analyses given prior information, the HVL is detected in most runs. 
The depth to the top is quite well resolved with respect to the reference Vs profile. The 
velocity o f the HVL is frequently underestimated. It is not surprising that the thickness o f 
the HVL is consistently underestimated because the SR for the thickness is smaller than 
the HVL thickness in the reference profile. The thickness is better resolved from 
inversion analyses with prior information from refraction than with prior information 
from the borehole log. This can be attributed to the SR for refraction being more 
restricted. O f the three parameters, the depth of the HVL was most reliably resolved.
Recall in Chapter 6, the numerical simulation illustrated that the HVL is better 
resolved from the EDC/PF analysis than from the EDC/CM analysis, given the same 
prior information. Here, the EDC/PF/BL analysis has lower DD than that from the 
EDC/CM/BL analysis for all runs. The HVL is identified by both inversion analyses with 
similar quality.
For the real data, the quality o f the results can be evaluated by the DD value, 
qualitative assessment o f fit between the DCs and repeatability o f results. It is hard to use 
the RM and CM to guide the evaluation o f the solution. As discussed in previous chapters, 
they are misleading in many cases even for perfect synthetic data. Here, for example, run 
1 o f the EDC/CM/NPI analysis has good resolution (Figure 7.13), however, both the 
HVL and LVL are not resolved (Figure 7.12). And run 3 of the EDC/CM/R analysis has 
poor resolution (Figure 7.22), although it has the lowest DD value in three runs (Figure 
7.20) and the HVL is resolved (Figure 7.21).
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Figure 7.26 indicates the average Vs profiles from the five inversion analyses with 
respect to the reference profile. The EDC/CM/R analysis overestimates the reference Vs 
at depths 7.5 to 11 m by 30%. For the EDC/PF/R analysis, the Vs at depths 28 to 32.5 m 
is 60% higher than the rest. None of the analyses resolved the suspected LVL. The Vs  
profiles from the other three inversion analyses (EDC/CM/NPI, EDC/CM/BL and 
EDC/PF/BL) show small variance except at the location o f the HVL. The EDC/PF/BL 
analysis has the lowest DD in all inversion analyses. In addition, the Vg profile fits well 
with the reference Vs profile and the HVL is well resolved. Thus, its solution is 
considered as the best solution from the SASW measurement.
7.6 MASW Measurements
7.6.1 Data Acquisition 
Two MASW measurements were performed along the same line as the SASW survey. 
One was performed by the author, S. Saldana and J. O’Donnell on February 5, 2005. 
Sixty, 4.5-Hz vertical geophones at 0.5 m spacing were used. A sledgehammer was used 
to generate the source energy and a seismograph was used to record the dataset. That 
equipment was on loan from the PASCAL Instrument Center IRIS Consortium 
(http://www.iris.edu/). The sampling rate and the recording length were 0.5 ms and 1 s, 
respectively. Separations between source and nearest geophone varying from 7 to 15 m 
were tested. Records were stacked to improve signal-to-noise ratio.
The second survey used a “minivib” T-7000W vibroseis manufactured by Industrial 
Vehicles International, Inc. (IVI) to generate the source energy. The measurements were 
performed by the author, E. Peters and Q. Su on April 2006. Twenty-four 4.5 Hz
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vertical geophones with 1 m spacing were used. The walkaway method (Park et al. 
2001a) was applied to acquire the data. In this method, the location o f either the source or 
the receivers is fixed while the other moves to cover wider testing ranges. The record 
groups are then joined to form a combined dataset. The minivib was fixed at the same 
location where the drop-weight source was placed for the forward-direction SASW 
survey. The separation between source and nearest geophone was chosen as 10 m to 
reduce near-field effects (Park et al. 1999b). Channel 1 was set to save the sweep pilot. 
Thus, only 23 channels were available for each walkaway setup. A 14-second linear 
down-sweep from 120 Hz to 5 Hz was applied, and a 16-second record was recorded with 
1-ms sampling interval. Geophones were moved four times. Thus a total equivalent 
number o f geophones is 115 (23 times 5) with the offset coverage from 10 to 124 m.
7.6.2 Data processing and DC generation 
The vihroseis data that are acquired using the Minivib in sweep mode must be 
processed to produce a data record equivalent to that o f an impulsive source. This 
processing is accomplished by a cross-correlation o f the raw data with the vibroseis 
sweep (Brittle et al. 2001). A seismic trace can be viewed as the superposition o f seismic 
pulses reflected from seismic interfaces. The basic seismic convolutional model for a 
vibroseis source is
x(t) = r(t)* s(t)  ( 7  3 )
where x(t) is the signal recorded at the receiver;
r(t) is the reflection coefficient which is the ratio of the amplitude o f the reflected 
wave and the amplitude of the incident wave;
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s(t) is the sweep pilot and * is the convolution operator.
To remove the sweep, both sides o f the equation are cross-correlated ( 0 )  with the 
synthetic pilot. The equation becomes
c(t) = x(t) 0  s(t) = r(t) * s(t) 0  j(f) ( 7  4 )
where c(t) is the signal after cross-correlation.
The autocorrelation of a vibroseis sweep is defined as a Klauder wavelet k(t) , so the 
equation is simplified to
c(t) = r(t)* k{t)  ( 7  5 )
Thus, the embedded sweep is removed and a seismic record equivalent to that o f an 
impulsive source is resolved. The Seismic Processing Workshop™ (SPW) software 
package was used to implement the above processing. Figure 7.27 displays the time 
history images o f each single record and the combined record after vibroseis correlation.
After getting the time history records, the next step is to use the f-p  transformation 
method to generate the dispersion relation. For the hammer source measurements, the one 
with the 15-m source offset yielded the best outcome and thus is discussed here. The f-p  
images from hammer and minivib source surveys are displayed in Figure 7.28 (a) and (b) 
respectively. The frequency coverage in the f-p  image using the hammer source is 
approximately from 30 to 80 Hz while that using the Minivib source is approximately 
from 5 to 50 Hz. Thus, they are complementary to each other. The superimposed f-p  
image is displayed in Figure 7.29 (a). Up to three modes can be distinguished in the 
image. Due to the ambiguity in the mode picking, only two modes are picked manually. 
The combined f-p  images superposed with the picked points are displayed in figure 7.29 
(b). Figure 7.30 indicates the DCs after interpolation by the cubic spline method, which
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served as the target for inversion analysis.
7.6.3 Inversion
As in previous chapters, the inversion analysis is performed on 1) fundamental-mode 
DC alone and 2) fundamental and first-higher mode DC with weights 0.75 and 0.25 
respectively. As illustrated for the SASW inversions, prior information extracted from 
both borehole log and refraction is considered. The MDC/PF analysis is also performed 
without prior information to test whether the inversion analysis can detect the HVL 
without prior information.
Thus, five inversion analyses with the MDC approach are considered: a) MDC/PF 
without prior information (MDC/PF/NPI); b) MDC/PF analysis with prior information 
from borehole log (MDC/PF/BL); c) MDC/PM analysis with prior information from 
borehole log (MDC/PM/BL); d) MDC/PF analysis with prior information from refraction 
(MDC/PF/R); and e) MDC/PM analysis with prior information from refraction 
(MDC/PM/R). The SR for the HVL is the same as described for the SASW inversions.
Figure 7.31 indicates all the DD from the five inversion analyses. The MDC/PF/NPI 
and MDC/PF/BL analyses have the lowest and second lowest DD respectively for all 
three runs. The MDC/PM/BL and MDC/PM/R analyses have greater DD than the rest.
Figures 7.32 to 7.45 show the results for all the inversion analysis following the same 
format used in previous chapters. Overall, the resulting Vs profiles follow the trend o f the 
reference profile. As in the SASW inversion analyses, none o f the inversion analyses 
resolved the suspected LVL. However, all the inversion analyses showed a velocity 
decrease, with larger velocity and thickness, at the depth o f LVL.
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Without prior information, the fundamental-mode DC generated by the hammer 
source was inverted using commercial software, SurfSeis (Kansas Geological Survey) 
(Jin and Luke 2006). The HVL was not detected. Here, the MDC/PF/NPI analysis 
resolved the HVL in all three runs. However, the resolved HVL is o f similar thickness but 
deeper and the velocity is 12% greater with respect to the reference Vs. Compared to the 
downhole data, it overestimated the Vs of the layer at depths 19 to 29 m by as much as 
86%.
Recall in Chapter 5, the numerical simulation demonstrated the difficulty in picking 
the higher modes, especially for the HVL profile. Here, for the MDC/PM/BL and 
MDC/PM/R analyses, the DC fit o f both modes is poor (Figures 7.38 and 7.44) with 
greater DD. This might imply that great uncertainty exists in the first-higher mode DC 
picks. However, the solution is not disrupted compared to the reference Vs profile. This 
finding can be attributed to the low weights assigned to the first-higher mode DC.
Considering all the inversion analyses given prior information, the HVL is detected in 
most runs. The depth to the top is quite well resolved with respect to the reference Vs 
profile. The velocity o f the HVL is frequently underestimated. The thickness o f the HVL 
is also consistently underestimated. O f the three parameters, the depth o f the HVL was 
again most reliably resolved.
Figure 7.47 indicates the average Vs profiles fi-om the five inversion analyses with 
respect to the reference profile. The MDC/PF/BL analysis has the second-lowest DD 
values o f all the inversion analyses. In addition, the Vs profile fits well with the reference 
Vs profile and the HVL is well resolved. Thus, it is considered as the best solution for the 
MASW measurement.
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7.7 Comparison
Dispersion curves
The DCs from SASW and MASW measurements are displayed in Figure 7.48. The 
lowest frequency from both measurements is approximately 5 Hz. The SASW DC 
matches well with that from the fundamental-mode MASW measurement in the range 
5 to 30 Hz. The SASW DC starts a gradual transition from the fundamental to the first- 
higher mode at approximately 30 Hz. At frequencies above 56 Hz, it falls back below the 
first-higher mode response. However, it does not fall back to the fundamental mode DC. 
A similar trend was seen in a comparison of SASW and MASW data generated by 
hammer source (Jin et al. 2006). This phenomenon does not agree with the observations 
from both the synthetic data study and the numerical simulation, that the EDC falls back 
to the fundamental mode at high frequencies (Figures 3.2 and 6.6). This disagreement 
requires more investigation.
Vs profiles
Figure 7.49 indicates the best Vs profiles from SASW and MASW measurements 
compared to the reference profile. They fit reasonably well with each other but show 
variance at the depth of HVL. The HVL is better resolved by the MASW method. The 
suspected LVL is not accurately resolved, but both show a velocity decrease at that depth.
For the HVL, both inversion analyses consistently underestimate the thickness. This 
is because the thickness based on the prior information is less than that from the 
downhole measurement. The depth is slightly overestimated and velocity is consistently 
underestimated. O f the three parameters, depth is the most reliably resolved. These 
outcomes agree with a recent study by Luke et al. (2006) in which, using a HVL system
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as target profile, twenty-one runs were conducted for inversions using EDC/CM and 
EDC/PM analyses. Outcomes were similar over much o f the profile, but differed greatly 
in the vicinity o f the HVL and just beneath it. The authors observed that the thickness 
tends to be underpredicted and the depth is best resolved.
According to the borehole log, the thickness o f the suspected LVL is about 2.5 m and 
it appears at approximately 12 m depth, far helow the HVL. In the inversion, no prior 
information was provided for this layer. Those can be the reasons that make the inversion 
analyses hard to resolve the LVL.
Vs30
The Vs3o from downhole, SASW and MASW measurements are summarized in Table 
7.2. Results in all cases would yield an IBC site classification o f C, “very dense soil and 
soft rock”. Had the classification been based solely on lithology, this mostly-clay site 
would have received a classification o f D, “stiff soil”. The Vs3o from SASW and MASW 
measurements are 17% and 23 % higher respectively than that from the downhole 
measurement. The reason can be that neither o f the surface wave measurements resolved 
the LVL. The Vs3o from the SASW and MASW measurements compared very closely, 
with those from the MASW measurement about 5% higher. In summary, while the 
resulting Vs profiles were different, slowness-averaged velocities were comparable.
7.8 Discussion
The comparison of DCs from the SASW and MASW measurements confirms the 
expectation that a profile with a high stiffness contrast will elicit a considerable higher­
mode response.
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Prior information from the borehole log and P-wave refraction helps the inversion 
analyses to detect the anomalous layers. Without prior information, the inversion analysis 
failed to detect the HVL for the SASW measurement and it yielded a deeper HVL for the 
MASW measurement, and neither detected the suspected LVL. Given prior information, 
the HVL was resolved in most runs.
For the SASW measurement, the results from the EDC/PF/BL analysis were 
considered to be the best o f the five inversion analyses tested. This finding agrees with 
the finding observed in the numerical studies (Chapter 6) that the EDC/PF inversion 
analysis yields better results with respect to the EDC/CM inversion analysis given the 
same prior information. For the MASW method, the results from the MDC/PF/BL 
analysis were considered as the best o f the five inversion analyses, but the fit o f the first- 
higher mode was poor. This finding supports the findings in the numerical studies 
(Chapter 5) that accurate DC picking for the first higher mode is difficult and the 
MDC/PF inversion analysis with prior information is able to yield good solution.
For most inversion analyses, the thickness o f the HVL is better resolved from 
inversion analysis with prior information from refraction with respect to the inversion 
analysis with prior information from the borehole log. This finding can be due to the 
higher probability o f finding the HVL in the analysis with prior information from 
refraction. However, the theoretical DCs from inversion analysis with prior information 
from refraction match the target DC poorly at high frequencies. This mismatch is due to 
the lower resolution of the refraction measurement with respect to the surface wave 
measurement close to the surface. In addition, the center point o f the refraction array is 
about 40 m away from the center points o f the SASW, MASW arrays. This seperation
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might have great effect on the Vs o f the upper layers. To overcome this problem, two 
solutions can be considered. One is to improve the resolution o f the refraction 
measurement (e.g., smaller receiver spacing). The other is to subdivide the layer 
geometry provided by the refraction measurement for the surface wave inversion analysis.
For the parameters o f the HVL, the depth is the most reliably resolved with respect to 
its velocity and thickness. This agrees with the finding from the sensitivity in Chapter 4 
that the Vs shows the greatest sensitivity to the depth of the HVL. None o f the tests 
resolved the suspected LVL. Due to its deeper location, we expect it is more difficult to 
detect. Further research might test whether or not prior information would help to resolve 
this layer.
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Table 7.1. Summary o f the prior information settings from borehole log and refraction
data.
Borehole Log Refraction
Anticipated from 
downhole measurement 
(ray-path method)
Top Layer
Thickness (m) N/A 1.5 to 2.5 2
Vs (m/s) N/A 150 to 250 174
HVL
Thickness (m) -0.5 to 2 1 to 2 3.5
Depth (m) 1 to 5 1.5 to 4.5 2
Vs (m/s) 1000 to 2000 900 to 1500 1274
Tahle 7.2. Summary of the Vs3o from downhole, SASW and MASW measurements.
Downhole
SASW MASW
a h c d e a b c d e
Vs30 (m/s) 368 439 434 435 430 420 457 460 464 437 450
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Figure 7.1. (a) Engineering Geophysics Test Site (EGTS) as located on the UNLV 
campus (http://www.unlv.edu/campus map): (b) EGTS map 
(http://www.ce.unlv.edu/eel).
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Figure 7.2. Aerial view o f the EGTS showing the location o f the measurements.
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Figure 7.3. Donwhole measurements.
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Figure 7.4. Orientation o f the three-component geophones in downhole measurement.
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Figure 7.10. SASW: comparison of DD values from inversions.
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Figure 7.11. SASW, EDC/CM/NPI: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.12. SASW, EDC/CM/NPI: Vs profiles for (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 7.13. SASW, EDC/CM/NPI: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 7.15. SASW, EDC/CM/BL: Vs profiles for (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 7.16. SASW, EDC/CM/BL: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 7.17. SASW, EDC/PF/BL: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.18. SASW, EDC/PF/BL: Vs profiles for (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 7.19. SASW, EDC/PF/BL: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 7.20. SASW, EDC/CM/R: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.21. SASW, EDC/CM/R: Vs profiles for (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 7.22. SASW, EDC/CM/R: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 7.23. SASW, EDC/PF/R: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.24. SASW, EDC/PF/R: Vs profiles for (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 7.31. MASW: comparison of DD values from inversions.
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Figure 7.32. MASW, MDC/PF/NPI: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.34. MASW, MDC/PF/NPI: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 7.35. MASW, MDC/PF/BL: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.36. MASW, MDC/PF/BL: Fs profiles for (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 7.37. MASW, MDC/PF/BL: RMs and CMs.
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Figure 7.38. MASW, MDC/PM/BL: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.39. MASW, MDC/PM/BL: Fs profiles for (a) three runs (b) average.
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Figure 7.41. MASW, MDC/PF/R: comparison of DCs.
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Figure 7.43. MASW, MDC/PF/R: RMs and CMs.
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CHAPTER 8
SYNTHESIS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this research, two approaches were developed to resolve an HVL modeled after a 
carbonate-cemented layer that occurs in a sediment column using active-source surface 
wave measurements. One is the EDC/CM analysis and the other is the MDC/PM analysis. 
They are expected to be superior to the EDC/PF and MDC/PF analyses respectively for 
this application. A two-step optimization process o f SA-LI is used to generate the Fs 
profile. The applicability o f the two approaches was first tested with two synthetic 
datasets, which were solutions from forward models, one being an ND profile and the 
other being a HVL profile. Then it was tested by datasets from FD simulation, which are 
more realistic than the solutions from forward models. Last, the approaches were applied 
to experimental datasets collected at a site known from borehole logs to have a HVL.
8.1 Synthesis
8.1.1 Dispersion Curve 
For the HVL profile, the shape of the DC itself presents clues for the presence o f the 
HVL. The difference between the EDC and fundamental-mode DC is concentrated 
within a narrow frequency/wavelength band. By assuming that the effective sampling
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depth is equal to one-third o f the wavelength, the expected location can be roughly 
estimated from the frequency/wavelength band where the EDC and fimdamental-mode 
DC diverge.
Comparison o f experimental DCs from the SASW and MASW measurements 
confirms the expectation that a profile with a HVL will elicit a considerable higher-mode 
response.
8.1.2 Inversion
For both ND and HVL cases, multiple runs are preferred to a single run due to the 
inherently stochastic nature o f the SA inversion process. This research supports the 
recommendation by Luke and Calderon-Macfas (in press) that three runs are sufficient for 
general applications. The average of the three runs can be taken as the final result. If  great 
variability is displayed in the three runs, the average profile might not be very accurate. 
In that case, more runs are advisable, to show the trend o f the results.
The following discussions address inversion o f a ND profile, inversion o f an HVL 
profile, the value o f incorporating prior knowledge in the inversion and effects of 
characteristics o f the HVL on results.
ND profile
For the ND profile, the synthetic study showed that all the inversion analyses 
including EDC/CM, MDC/PF and MDC/PM were adequate. Incorporation o f the first 
higher mode into the inversion does not improve (or degrade) the results. The reason is
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due to the dominance o f the fundamental mode in the ND system. The FD simulation o f 
the MDC approach demonstrated that both the MDC/PF and MDC/PM analyses provided 
similar, close-to-target results for the ND profile. This supports the conclusion that the 
participation of higher modes is inconsequential in this case. The FD simulation o f the 
two-channel method yielded an EDC with lower velocities below 40 Hz compared to the 
solution from the cylindrical-wave forward model. This causes the EDC/CM to 
underestimate the Vs at most depths in most runs. The cause of the difference between the 
DCs requires more study.
HVL profile
Here, considering the HVL profile, the multi-channel (MDC) approach is considered 
first, for all three studies (synthetic, FD simulation and experimental), and then the 
two-channel (EDC) approach is addressed.
For the MDC approach, both the synthetic study and the FD simulation showed that 
the MDC/PF analysis yielded some poor results with obvious misfit o f DCs. In the cases 
where the fit o f DCs was good, the HVL was well-resolved. The FD simulation 
demonstrated that the fundamental mode at low frequencies was extremely difficult to 
identify.
Considering the synthetic study, significant improvement to the results is seen from 
the MDC/PM analysis compared to the MDC/PF analysis, due to the influence o f the 
higher mode (or modes). The FD simulation showed the value o f a continuous and 
complete first higher mode to significantly improve the outcomes. The improvement of
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outcomes by the MDC/PM analysis with respect to the MDC/PF analysis is constrained 
by the accuracy of the picks o f the higher modes.
For the experimental MASW measurement, the best results were from the MDC/PF 
analysis with prior information from the borehole log. The DC fit was poor especially for 
the PM analyses. Considering the findings o f the FD simulation study, this poor fit might 
be due to errors in picking the dispersion curve. In practice, many factors would make 
accurate DC interpretation even harder. Thus, the method of improving the results by 
incorporating the first higher mode in the inversion may not be dependable for real 
datasets.
For the EDC approach, the synthetic study demonstrated the applicability of 
EDC/CM inversion for HVL profiles. However, in the FD simulation the EDC/CM 
analysis failed to resolve the HVL while the EDC/PF analysis was successful, despite that 
the DCs from the FD simulation and the solution from the cylindrical-wave forward 
model matched well, both displaying a kink. The failure is likely because the influence of 
the HVL on the EDC is insufficient to make it distinguishable from the 
fundamental-mode DC. The insufficient difference may be due to the thinness, and/or 
deep embedment, and/or lower velocity contrast of the HVL with respect to the 
background profile. (Recall that the target profile had to be modified to accommodate 
limitations o f the FD model.) The success o f the EDC/PF analysis can be explained by 
observing that the shape o f the fundamental-mode DC also carries the characteristics of 
the HVL.
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For the experimental SASW measurement, the best results were from the EDC/PF 
analysis with prior information from the borehole log. This is in agreement with the FD 
simulation study in which the EDC/PF analysis was able to resolve the HVL. This is 
contrary to prior expectations that the CM analysis would be superior to PF for complex 
profiles. In practice, the difference between the EDC and fundamental mode DC may be 
overshadowed by many factors. Thus, the EDC/CM analysis may not be successful for 
real datasets when profiles are complex.
Thus, with the experimental data, the EDC/CM analysis did not show superiority to 
the EDC/PF analysis. Nor was the MDC/PM analysis found to be superior to the 
MDC/PF analysis.
Considering the possibility o f the inversion process yielding a “false positive,” 
namely a profile with a HVL when none is actually present, for the parameterizations 
studied, the synthetic study with the EDC/CM analysis always indicated the presence o f a 
thin HVL, given the opportunity. The MDC/PF analysis sometimes responded similarly, 
but the MDC/PM analysis was quite immune to such incorrect prior information. The 
EDC/PF analysis was not tested for this situation.
Prior information
It is known that prior information about a complex site is always helpful in guiding 
inversion, and even necessary to overcome problems of non-uniqueness o f the DC 
inversion for the HVL profile. The more prior information that can be mustered from 
other studies and geologic constraints, the better the chance for a fruitful study. The
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synthetic data study demonstrated the improvement in identifying the HVL by inversion 
with prior information as might be obtained from refraction. However, the experimental 
data study was less successful due to a mismatch at high frequencies.
Characteristics o f the HVL
For both the EDC and MDC cases, the Vs shows the greatest sensitivity to the depth 
o f the HVL, and the sensitivities to the velocity and thickness are similar. As a result, the 
depth o f the HVL is the most reliably resolved with respect to its velocity and thickness.
Considering the inversion with prior information from refraction, the thickness o f the 
HVL was better resolved with respect to the inversion with prior information from a 
borehole log. That is likely due to the difference in search parameterizations: a higher 
probability of finding the HVL was set in the inversion with prior information from 
refraction.
8.1.3 Evaluating Quality o f the Results 
The quality of the inversion results can be evaluated by a combination of values of 
DD, image of RM and CM, observed error between the DC fits and repeatability o f 
results. For both synthetic study and FD simulation where the true model is known, the 
results can be readily evaluated by evaluating the PD and comparing the inverted profile 
to the EM profile. The RM and CM are closely related; low interdependence o f the 
velocity o f one layer to another implies higher resolution. A perfect result has perfect RM 
and CM, but perfect RM and CM do not guarantee a perfect result. Sometimes, poor RM
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and CM might not correspond to a poor result, either. Thus, it is important to note that 
RM and CM considered alone can lead to a misleading interpretation.
8.2 Conclusions
The main objective o f the research was to build a reliable process to resolve an HVL 
system using surface wave methods. Two approaches were developed and tested. 
Overall, both approaches were successful in enhancing ability to delineate carbonated 
cemented layers in soil columns. However, this research showed that it is still challenging 
to resolve an HVL from surface wave measurements, even with the benefit o f prior 
information about the site.
The synthetic studies supported part o f the hypothesis presented in Chapter 2 that the 
MDC/PM analysis is superior to the MDC/PF analysis for HVL systems. Given optimal 
parameterization, the MDC/PM analysis was able to clearly resolve a HVL that was 2 m 
deep and 1.5 m thick, with Vs o f 1500 m/s. The hypothesis that the EDC/CM analysis 
was superior to the EDC/PF analysis for HVL systems was not tested in the synthetic 
study, because theoretically, the cylindrical wave forward model is the proper forward 
model for the EDC inversion. Both EDC/CM and MDC/PM analyses were able to 
provide close-to-target results for both ND and HVL profiles in the synthetie studies.
The FD simulation demonstrated potential difficulties with both approaches, however. 
For the MDC approach, accurate picking o f the DC can be challenging for HVL systems. 
For the EDC approach, the EDC/CM analysis failed to resolve an HVL due to the
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insufficient difference between the EDC and fundamental mode DC.
The experimental study denied both hypotheses. The best results in both cases came 
from the less complex analysis approach: MDC/PF analysis for the MASW
measurement and EDC/PF analysis for the SASW measurement. The simpler 
approaches succeed because the shape of the fundamental-mode DC carries the 
characteristic o f the HVL; thus, with an intelligently guided search, the HVL can be 
resolved. Although Vs profiles for different inversion analyses were different, 
slowness-averaged velocities over the upper 30 m were comparable.
Secondary goals were to evaluate the quality o f the outcomes from the process and to 
study its applicability and limitations. The quality of the inversion results can be 
evaluated by a combination of values o f DD, image of RM and CM, observed error 
between the DC fits and repeatability o f results. This research tested a profile with a 
single, shallowly buried HVL. Performance o f the approaches in more complex 
situations that might be encountered in practice is yet to be explored.
8.3 Future Research Recommendations 
Recommendations for future research are as follows:
1. To take full advantage of higher modes, means to eorreetly and eompletely 
identify the DC from m f  -  p  image should be found.
2. Instead of assigning weights to different modes arbitrarily, the weight assigned 
for each mode should be proportional to its energy participation. It is necessary
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to quantitatively evaluate the energy partitioning between different modes.
3. Instead o f resolving the profile by fitting picked dispersion curves, one might fit 
the entire f - p  image.
4. The DC from the FD simulation o f the two-channel method had lower velocities 
with respect to the solution from the plane-wave forward model at low 
frequencies. The cause o f the difference between the DCs requires more study.
5. The differences between EDC and fimdamental-mode DC induced by the 
thickness, embedment depth and velocity o f the HVL need further investigation 
by parametric study.
6. To improve the ability o f the EDC/CM analysis to resolve the HVL, a solution 
that emphasizes the part o f the EDC where the kink occurs by assigning heavier 
weights can be tested.
7. Means to incorporate prior information from a P-wave refraction measurement 
should be enhanced. Two solutions can be considered. One is to improve the 
resolution o f the refraction measurement (e.g., smaller receiver spacing). The 
other is to subdivide the layer geometry provided by the refraction measurement 
for the surface wave inversion analysis.
8. An uncertainty study is a necessary part o f geophysical measurements. The 
uncertainties induced by many different factors (e.g., incoherent noise, error in 
the placement o f geophones) in the DC generation should be considered. Means 
to map the uncertainties in the DC into the uncertainties in the Vs profile should
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be sought or enhanced.
9. In the FD simulation, the effect o f attenuation should be considered. 
Furthermore, the FD simulation provides a promising tool for understanding 
characteristics of Rayleigh waves in various geological settings (e.g., dipping 
layers and other lateral heterogeneities). More studies o f this nature could be 
designed to investigate the influence o f geological variability on the DCs.
10. The inversion method introduced in this research was applied to 
one-dimensional profiles. Technology now exists to study two- or 
three-dimensional profiles. Means to incorporate the inversion method into that 
technology should be sought.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR STARTING MODEL GENERATION, SA AND SA-LI
INVERSION ANALYSES
Process for synthetics: (For experimental data, start from step 2 in A.)
A. Starting model
1. Generate a target file {dct. dat).
For cylindrical wave model:
■ Create a folder named EDC.
■ Create an input file named input.dat and run revisedsaswtest.exe. The output file is 
curdisp3d.dat.
■ The file curdisp3d.dat includes two columns, wavelength and velocity. Change to 
three columns: wavelength, frequency and velocity. Name the three-column file 
dct. dat
■ Create a folder named sm. Copy the dct. dat file to the folder sm.
For multimode inversion:
■ Create a folder named MDC.
■ Create an input file named input.dat and run rixforward.exe. The output file is 
fund, dat and out. dat.
■ Create a folder named sm. Copy the file fund.dat to the folder sm and change the 
name to dct. dat.
Note: the formats of the two input.dat files are different.
2. Run LV3.m using different values of “C” to generate layer geometries. It will 
output files ""ZVxxx” where “xxx” is the multiplier “C ’ times 1000.
3. Open inx.m using Matlab. Change the number o f points, min and max 
wavelength according to the file dct.dat. Run Inx.m using files ''ZVxxx". The
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output file is inxxx.
4. The files inxxx contain real numbers and the following codes require integers, so 
use Excel to open files and modify format o f all cells to “general.” Save as the 
same file name.
5. Generate theoretical dispersion curves for each o f the inxxx files.
For cylindrical wave model:
■ Create a folder named xxx.
■ Copy the file inxxx to the folder xxx and change name to input.dat. Run
revisedsaswtest.exe. Change the output filename curdisp3d.dat to DCxxx.dat.
■ Copy file DCxxx.dat into the folder sm.
■ Repeat this procedure for each inxxx file.
For multimode inversion:
■ Create a folder named xxx.
■ Copy the file inxxx to the folder xxx and change name to input.dat. Run disp2d.exe. 
Change the name of the output file Grafddat to DCxxx.dat.
■ Copy file DCxxx.dat into the folder sm.
■ Repeat this procedure for each inxxx file.
6. R unpltdc.m  to plot dispersion curves and calculate and display DD values.
7. Pick starting model based on DD, thickness o f the upper layer and fit at lower 
wavelength range.
8. Rename files DCxxx, Inxxx, and ZVxxx as DCsm.dat, Insm.dat and Vssm.dat, 
respectively. Also rename the corresponding folder xxx as xxxbest.
B. SA
For cylindrical wave model:
■ Under the EDC  folder, create a folder named as SA.
■ Copy the dct.dat file under EDC  folder to SA folder. Delete the wavelength column
and add a weight column with constant value o f 1. Save it as ccedddat.
■ Open inv.dat. Make sure the number o f point is correct.
■ Generate theparam.dat file according to the Vssm.dat.
■ Double click sasaswfi.exe. Type in the names o f the input and output files step by
step: inv.dat,param.dat, ccedddat, mf.dat, cf.dat and ef.dat. It might take hours.
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For multimode inversion:
■ Under the MDC folder, create a folder named as SA.
■ Under SA, create two folders, fu n d  and 2md. Copy the out. dat file to the two folders
and change name to ccedd.dat. Delete the profile information in the ccedd.dat file
and keep only the columns. Save as same file name.
■ Generate the par am. dat file according to the Vssm.dat.
■ Open inv.dat. Make sure the number of point is correct. Input the weights for
fundamental mode and higher modes.
■ Double click saswami.exe. Type in the names of the input and output files step by 
step: inv.dat,param.dat, ccedddat, mf.dat, ef.dat and ef.dat. It might take hours.
Note: the inv.dat file under EDC and MDC folder is different.
C. LI
For cylindrical wave model:
■ Under the EDC  folder, create a folder named as SALE
■ Copy the ccedd. dat file under EDC/SA folder to SALl.
■ Change the model.dat file according to the output mf.dat file under EDC/S A folder.
■ Double click lisaswfi.exe. Type in the names o f the input and output files step by step:
model.dat, ccedddat, mf.dat and ef.dat. It might take 15 to 30 minutes.
For multimode inversion:
■ Under the MDC folder, create a folder named as SALl.
■ Under SALl, create two folders, fund  and 2md. Copy the ccedd.dat file under 
MDC/SA folder to SALL
■ Change the model.dat file according to the corresponding output mf.dat file under 
MDC/SA folder.
■ Double click liswami.exe. Type in the names of the input and output files step by step: 
model.dat, ccedddat, mf.dat and ef.dat. It might take 15 to 30 minutes.
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT OF DISPERSION CURVE FOR THE ND AND HVL PROFILES
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Notes: Channel numbers 1 to 40 are at depths 0.5 m to 20 m with 0.5 m spacing; 
Channel numbers 41 to 49 are at depths 21 m to 29 m with 1 m spacing.
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The arrival times of the P-wave is superposed on the corresponding channel (blue arrow).
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